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THANKS TO…… “COMENIUS” 

 

Dear friends, 

at the beginning of our experience I could not imagine what would have changed for me, for my students, for 

my school and for all the people who are  sharing this wonderful experience with us! 

Now I can say for sure that we can be really very proud and satisfied with the results and with the extent of 

improvement to which our Comenius project has contributed: 

• We are  aware of our partners’ cultures; 

• We have taken part to the mobilities with our students; 

• We have  strengthened the European dimension in our educational curricula 

• We have  promoted the innovation in the educational practices and the production of materials. 

• We have  implemented the final goal of the project into the curricula:  

       Love for the Nature and “Gaya, our great Mother” 

• We have  increased the knowledge of poets and poetry , musicians and singers who chose the nature 

and its beauty as inspiration for their art, in each country. 

It has certainly increased the awareness of the importance of the English language in the communication 

among students and teachers. 

 But above all, teachers and students have extended their network of friendship and we strongly believe that 

cooperation is the right way to build up a  better world for our children, beyond the boundaries of the schools 

and countries.  

Two years ago, we were perfect unknown people  and  all this was only a dream! Today that dream has 

become true: we are friends. 

Thanks to our coordinator Dominique Chalansonnet, Jurgen Meheler, Maria Kita, Nuray Sariboga, 

Anna Pacheco  and all   the other teachers who have worked with us so far,  for a common, high  purpose: 

to bridge our school communities. 

And  what about the meetings, the students’ exchanges, the visits and the welcoming ceremonies? 

Everything has become an unforgettable and enriching experience for everybody.  

I remember the warmly atmosphere of the visits, so interesting, so rich, so friendly and so fruitful! 

 I am really very proud of having met this special team of teachers: each of you has contributed to improve 

the results of the project and to build up and strengthen the bonds of friendship among the participants! 

If we have instilled in our students a sense of friendship and cooperation, we can  hope that they, future 

European citizens, will be protagonists  in  making our “Common European Home” a garden flourishing of 

minds and feelings! 

So we can say “ Thanks to…. Comenius”  and that can be assumed as our final motto! 

 

                                              

      Pina Vitale ( Italian coordinator)                                                                                    

                                              

      Comenius  Project  

          “It’s my nature”                                                      
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La scuola secondaria di I grado "A. Balzico" porta il nome            

dell'illustre scultore cavese Alfonso Balzico (1825-1901).                                       

 Di modesta famiglia, grazie ad un sussidio del Comune poté accedere       

all'Accademia delle Belle Arti di Napoli. Fu scultore di Casa Savoia e nel 

1900 fu premiato a Parigi per la scultura 

dedicata a Cleopatra. Nel 1907, alla presenza della regina 

Margherita, si inaugurò a Roma il “Museo Balzico”. Nel 1913 

l'amministrazione metelliana decise di intitolare allo scultore  la nostra scuola, 

già esistente come Scuola Tecnica e divenuta nel 1962 Scuola media inferiore. 

La scuola "A. Balzico" opera in Cava de' Tirreni, in uno dei quartieri moderni 

della città, più vicini al centro storico; essa svolge la sua attività formativa ed educativa da quasi cent'anni, 

vantando la formazione di "illustri cavesi". Attualmente occupa un'area di circa 6000 mq, recintata, con vari 

spazi verdi attrezzati. 

La sede di S. Lucia è stata fusa alla "A. Balzico", dal 1° Settembre 2000, in seguito 

al nuovo ridimensionamento della rete 

scolastica. Essa è situata al centro della 

frazione omonima e consta di un edificio 

prefabbricato pesante, dislocato su 

due livelli. L'edificio scolastico della Sede 

Centrale, sito in Viale Marconi 38, risulta 

adeguato alle esigenze didattiche, grazie ad 

interventi strutturali di  ammodernamento ad opera di 

un'amministrazione comunale attenta alla cultura e alla formazione.  

 

 

The Secondary School "Alfonso  Balzico" bears the name of the 
illustrious sculptor Alfonso Balzico. In 1913 the local administration 
decided to name our school after the sculptor. At that time it was a 
Technical school;  in 1962 it became a Junior High School. The school 
"A. Balzico" is located in Cava de 'Tirreni, in one of the modern 
districts of the town, close to the center. It has been  carrying out  

http://www.scuolabalzico.gov.it/foto/sede_centrale/lab_inf1.jpg
http://www.scuolabalzico.gov.it/foto/sede_slucia/sLucia.jpg
http://www.scuolabalzico.gov.it/foto/sede_slucia/mosaico2.jpg
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training and educational activities for nearly a century. In  September 2000 the branch of S. Lucia was 
included in the school administration. 

 

It is located at the center of the hamlet  with the same name and it is consists 

of a prefabricated building on two levels and a large gym. 

Nowadays  the central seat  occupies an area of about 6000 square meters: 
there’s a front and back garden with many green spaces and huge trees. 

The school building headquarters, located in Viale Marconi 38, is appropriate to educational needs, thanks 
to structural modernization operated by the  local authority-conscious of the  cultural and educational role 
the school has been performing. 

Our school hosts 800 students, there are 100 people of staff. The activities 

start at 8.00 a.m. and finishes at 1.10. Students can choose among a great 

number of extracurricular  activities: sport,  

languages, art, music, theatre, handicraft.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                           Alfonso Balzico: sculptor 

Alfonso Balzico  was born on October 19th , 1825 and soon became an orphan of both parents; he  achieved 

considerable economic difficulties with his studies, soon proved to have a  remarkable intelligence despite 

his young age. He was born in Cava from (1825-1901), a modest family, thanks to a grant from the City Hall 

he  was able to access the Academy of Fine Arts in Naples. He was the official  sculptor of the Savoy Royal 

family House and in 1900 he  was awarded in Paris for the sculpture dedicated to Queen  Cleopatra.. Later 

he  was called by  King Vittorio Emanuele II for the construction of a monument to Max D 'Azeglio and then 

to the Duke of Genoa. He moved to Rome, won second place for sculpturing a statue dedicated to Vittorio 

Emanuele II. Later, his work attracted the attention of Victor Emanuel II, the King of Italy and he painted 

several portraits in Turin. In 1866 he became the sculptor of the House of Savoy. In 1875 he went to Rome 

and in 1900 his statue of Flavio Gioia won the gold medal at the Exposition Universelle, Paris. In 1900 he 

went to Paris where he was rewarded for the sculpture of  the statue of Cleopatra.He died on  February 2nd 

1901. In 1907, in the presence of Queen Margaret of Savoy, the Balzico Museum was inaugurated in Rome. 

In 1913 the Town Council of Cava decided to give the  name of  the sculptor to  a technical school , since 1962 

Scuola Media “ Alfonso Balzico”. In addition, a road was dedicated  to him and his  bronze bust is  in the  City 

Hall. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victor_Emanuel_II
http://www.scuolabalzico.gov.it/foto/sede_centrale/lab_scienze.jpg
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Sistema scolastico italiano  
 
Il sistema scolastico italiano è fortemente centralizzato. L'istruzione obbligatoria inizia all'età di sei anni e si 
conclude all'età di 15 anni, dopo il diploma di scuola media e il secondo anno della scuola secondaria 
superiore. 
  Dopo l'esame di scuola media (grado 8) gli studenti possono scegliere tra vari tipi di scuole secondarie 
superiori: 
• Liceo (licei classici o scientifici, che preparano per l'università) 
• Istituti tecnici superiori (divisi in vari indirizzi: industriale, agricolo, chimico, commerciale) 
• Le scuole professionali  (suddivise in vari indirizzi). 
Le scuole superiori durano cinque anni e si concludono  con un esame finale nazionale(Esame di Stato). 

All'inizio del primo anno di ogni livello scolastico (elementari, medie, liceo), gli alunni vengono suddivisi in 
gruppi classe che  saranno gli stessi per la durata del ciclo. Ogni gruppo classe  è costituito da alunni della 
stessa età; essi hanno sempre le lezioni nella stessa aula, dove  insegnanti di diverse discipline si susseguono. 

                     

Istruzione 
prescolastica 

Istruzione 
primaria 

Istruzione secondaria Istruzione superiore 

(I) (II) (III) I II III IV V I II III I II III IV V I II III IV V 

Scuola dell'infanzia Scuola primaria 
Scuola 
secondaria di I 
grado 

Licei - Università 
- Alta Formazione 
Artistica, Musicale 
e Coreutica 

Istituti tecnici 

Istituti professionali 

. 
 
 ITALIAN 
SCHOOL SYSTEM 

 

The Italian educational system is strongly centralized.  Compulsory education begins at age six and ends at 
age sixteen, after the Middle School Diploma and the second year of upper secondary school. 
 After Middle School exam (grade 8) 
Students can choose among various types of upper secondary schools: 

 Lycaeum (classical or scientific high schools which prepare for University)  

 Technical high schools (split into various tracks: industrial, agricultural, chemical, commercial) 

 Vocational high schools (also split into many tracks).High schools last five years and conclude at the 
end of grade 13 with a national final exam (“State Exam”). 

 
 
Specific aspects of the Italian school system 
• At the beginning of the first year of each school level (elementary, middle, high school), pupils are split up 
into class groups which will be the same for several years. Pupils of the same age  form  class groups; they 
have lessons always in the same classroom, where the different teachers turn over. 
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Si trova nella regione Campania, in provincia di Salerno.  

Superficie: 36,34 Kmq 
Ha una popolazione di 53.520 (M 25.849 , F 27.671)  
Densità per Kmq: 1.472,8 
 

The town of Cava de’ Tirreni is situated in Campania, a southern 
region. 
Area: 36,34 sKm     -     Population: 53.520 (M 25.849 , F 27.671)   -    
Density: 1.472,8 per sKm 

Cava de' Tirreni fu la prima Città dell’Italia meridionale che nel 1893 
ebbe l'illuminazione elettrica. La città è situata in una valle circondata dalle 
colline dei Monti Lattari, in prossimità del Mar Tirreno a soli 5 km dalla 
Costiera Amalfitana, ben conosciuta in tutto il mondo, ed è considerata “la 
porta settentrionale della costiera”. Essa sorge a 198 m sopra il livello del 
mare. E’ circondata da colline dove si trovano molti piccoli paesi e dove vive 
una buona parte della popolazione. 

Cava de 'Tirreni was the first city of   Southern Italy that  in 1893 had electric lighting. 
The city is situated in a valley surrounded by the  hills of the Lattari chain, near the 
Tyrrhenian Sea, only 5 kms from the well-known Amalfi Coast and it  is considered 
"the northern door of the coast". It rises at 198 ms above the sea level. A lot of  small 
hamlets rise on the hills where a large part of the population lives. 
 

Piazza Duomo  

 Piazza anticamente sede del mercato 
cittadino, più volte ricostruita. La facciata 
della Cattedrale, modificata nel 1823, in 
origine era scandita da due ordini di pilastri 
con capitelli corinzi, in pietra d’intaglio di 
Patierno, di cui rimane una traccia sul lato 
destro dell’edificio. All’interno, di notevole 
interesse sono il battistero cinquecentesco di marmo ed il coro; fra le cappelle 
laterali, quella di S. Adiutore, patrono della città. La grande tela della <Pietà> è 

opera del cav. Armenante, pittore cavese del XVIII sec. Gli scorci della volta furono dipinti nel 1797 dal 
Mozzillo. La costruzione del Duomo ebbe inizio nel 1517 e fu affidata all'architetto Pignoloso Cafaro. La sua 
ultimazione richiese molto tempo e ripetuti interventi di consolidamento. Nel 1587 venne eseguito il soffitto 
in legno della navata centrale che reggeva tele dipinte da valenti pittori e distrutte, insieme con il soffitto, 
dalle cannonate nel corso della seconda guerra mondiale (1943). Ulteriori interventi si sono resi necessari in 

seguito al terremoto del 1980.  

http://www.google.it/imgres?q=cava+dei+tirreni+piazza+duomo&um=1&hl=it&sa=N&biw=1311&bih=499&tbm=isch&tbnid=kVeQXC3i403OpM:&imgrefurl=http://fiorelladenicola.wordpress.com/2008/07/01/cava-de-tirreni-piazza-duomo/&docid=pCgOaeY5JRRobM&imgurl=http://fiorelladenicola.files.wordpress.com/2008/07/piazza_cava_de_tirreni.jpg&w=500&h=667&ei=v07NTrWNMuek4ATE4-Am&zoom=1
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Cathedral Square  In the origin it was the  Market Square and it has been  rebuilt several times. 
The facade of the Cathedral was originally marked by two orders of pilasters with Corinthian 
capitals, carved into Patierno, a trace of which remains on the right side of the building. Inside, 
the marble baptistery and the choir are  of considerable value along with the Chapel of  S. 
Adiutore , patron saint of the city. The large painting the <Pietà> was painted by Armenante, a 
Cavese painter of the eighteenth century. The vaults were painted by Mozzillo in 1797. The 
construction of the cathedral began in 1517 .It  took a long time and numerous  interventions of 
consolidation. In 1587 the wooden ceiling of the nave was made, painted by talented artists of the town. It 
was  destroyed, along with the ceiling, by gunfire during the Second World War (1943). Additional measures 
of consolidation were necessary after the earthquake of 1980 that partially destroyed the cathedral. 

La Villa comunale  

  Di particolare interesse è anche la Villa Comunale anticamente 
chiamata "Il Boschetto". La Villa comunale è un caratteristico giardino 
pubblico dell' 800. Progettata dall'architetto Lorenzo Galanzè, fu 
realizzata con il Teatro Verdi ( oggi Palazzo di Città) subito dopo l'Unità 
d'Italia .Aperto nel 1865, rimandava alle caratteristiche dei giardini 
all'inglese. Per rendere più piacevole il parco fu aggiunto il Boschetto 

delle Delizie, così chiamato per la 
presenza di piante rare ed 
esotiche, provenienti dal Reale 
Orto Botanico di Napoli. Nel 1890 fu anche creata una pedana 
attrezzata per i concerti bandistici ed una sala da caffè. Divenne 
pertanto luogo di incontro per la solida tradizione turistica estiva del 
tempo, ricercata anche da appassionati di botanica. Al centro della Villa 
si trova il Club Universitario Cavese: nato come Casa del Balilla, fu 
aperta al pubblico da Vittorio Emanuele III quando inaugurò il 
monumento ai caduti della I Guerra Mondiale nel 1929. Colpita nel 1943 

dai bombardamenti, fu ricostruita e concessa ai giovani universitari cavesi. 
 
The Town Park  
 Of particular interest is the “Villa Comunale” once called "the Grove". 
The Villa Comunale, public gardens, is a characteristic garden of '800. Designed by the architect Lorenzo 
Galanzé,  it was built  along with the Teatro Verdi (now Town Hall) after the unification of Italy .It was 
opened in 1865, it recalled the style of the English  gardens. To make more pleasant the park the Grove of 
Earthly Delights was added , so  named for the presence of rare and exotic plants, taken from the Royal 
Botanical Garden of Naples. In 1890 a platform equipped for band concerts and a coffeehouse were added. 
Thus the Garden  became a meeting place for the strong tradition of the summer time  tourists.  
In the center of the Villa  there is the University Cavese Club  House which was opened to the public by 
Vittorio Emanuele III when he inaugurated the monument to the died soldiers of World War I in 1929. 
Affected by the bombing in 1943, it was rebuilt and given to young Cavesi universitary students. 

 Portici  

Nel centro storico, a partire dall'antico 
Borgo Scacciaventi,  un doppio filare di 
portici si snoda ininterrottamente per oltre 
mezzo chilometro. I pilastri variano a 
seconda dei secoli (mt. 2,5 – 3 metri in 
epoca medievale fino a 4 – 4,5 metri nell' 
‘800). 
               

http://www.google.it/imgres?q=villa+comunale+cava+dei+tirreni&hl=it&gbv=2&biw=1311&bih=499&tbm=isch&tbnid=jYhRq-VNt4eP6M:&imgrefurl=http://www.eurekabooking.com/en/guide/italy/cava-de-tirreni/photos.html&docid=dCdd2Fv2f0YMTM&imgurl=http://mw2.google.com/mw-panoramio/photos/medium/4685162.jpg&w=500&h=375&ei=g5nNTrL-MIOHhQfvi_nKDQ&zoom=1
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Porticos  
 In the historical center, from the ancient village Scacciaventi, a double row of arcades runs continuously for 
more than half a kilometer. The pillars vary depending on the ages (m 2.5 to 3 meters in the Middle Ages up 
to 4 to 4.5 meters in '800). 
                                                                    Piazza S. Francesco  

 La piazza fu sede nel tardo medioevo di un importante mercato del 
bestiame. La cinquecentesca chiesa di S. Maria di Gesù, dalla splendida 
facciata a tre archi, fu consacrata in epoca successiva a S. Francesco da cui 
prese nome l’ampio spiazzo. 
La porta centrale è opera di 
maestri cavesi, cosi pure il 
prezioso coro intaglio (1536). 
Le pile dell’acquasanta 
(1578) furono fatte a spese 
dell’Università, come attesta 

un’iscrizione che ancora vi si legge. Nella chiesa, oggi 
denominata Chiesa di S.Francesco e Sant' Antonio, si 
allestisce ogni anno un artistico presepe con pastori del ‘700 
ed altri realizzati nell’800 dallo scultore cavese Alfonso 
Balzico. Dopo il sisma del 1980, che ha risparmiato solo la 
facciata in travertino e il campanile e la zona del transetto, è stata ricostruita ed ampliata con la chiesa 
inferiore. La chiesa contiene anche una bella biblioteca che raccoglie circa tredicimila volumi editi dal 
quindicesimo secolo ad oggi. Sistemata in parte nell'antico refettorio francescano, conserva sia 323 
"cinquecentine", con edizioni pregevoli, anche straniere ed un atlante geografico del 1766, un volume con sei 

carte che descrivono il globo con i paesi allora conosciuti. Per la 
musica sono presenti ventidue libri "Corali” con melodie 
gregoriane rappresentate con eleganti e preziose miniature. 

S. Francesco Square   
 The square was the site of  an important cattle market in the 
late Middle Ages . The sixteenth-century church of St. Mary of 
Jesus, with its the amazing facade of three arches, later was 
consecrated to St. Francis. The central door is the work of 
masters Cavesi, and  also the precious carved choir (1536).  In 
the sacristy, an urn with ancient bas-relief presenting a fighter, 
was used as hand washing facilities. In the church, now called 

the Church of S. Francesco and Sant 'Antonio, organizes every year an artistic crib with statues of the '700 
and '800 made by the sculptor Alfonso Balzico. After the earthquake of 1980, only the travertine facade and 
the bell tower and the area of the transept were spared, the church was rebuilt and enlarged with the lower 
church. The church also contains a good library with about thirteen thousand volumes published by the 
fifteenth century to the present. Placed in the ancient Franciscan refectory, it keeps 323 "sixteenth", with 
valuable editions, including foreign ones and an atlas of 1766, a volume with six maps that describes the 
globe with the  countries known at that time. For music there are twenty-two books, "Choral" with 
Gregorian melodies illustrated with elegant and precious miniatures. 
Adjacent to the church there is the convent of the Friars Minor: the Convent has had a social function 
throughout the centuries, it  has been offering  shelter to the pilgrims and has been and still is   a free 
canteen  for the poor. 
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BADIA DI CAVA DE’ 

TIRRENI 

L'Abbazia Benedettina 

della Santissima Trinità di 

Cava fu nel Medioevo uno 

dei centri religiosi e 

culturali più vivi e potenti dell'Italia Meridionale. Fondata da un nobile 

Longobardo, S. Alferio Pappacarbone che ebbe la visione della 

Santissima Trinità sotto forma di Tre Raggi Luminosi sorgenti dalla Roccia, ritiratosi  in quei luoghi per vivere 

in preghiera e contemplazione, vedrà in poco tempo sorgere una comunità numerosa di monaci. L'Abbazia 

di Cava formò nell'Ordine di San Benedetto una congregazione autonoma: la Congregazione della 

Santissima Trinità di Cava, che ebbe in pochi decenni un notevole sviluppo divenendo una delle 

congregazioni benedettine più fiorenti. L'Abate della SS. Trinità di Cava nel XII e XIII secolo governava oltre 

340 chiese, più di 90 priorati, almeno 29 abbazie. Egli era anche onorato del titolo di Grande Abate di Cava: 

"Magnus Abbas Cavensis". L'Abbazia della SS. Trinità di Cava divenne la Chiesa madre dell'Ordine Cavese : " 

Mater vel matrix ecclesia Ordinis Cavensis ". 

L’archivio della Badia è molto importante. Nelle due elegantissime sale della 

fine del secolo diciottesimo sono contenuti preziosi manoscritti 

pergamenacei e cartacei, più di quindicimila pergamene, di cui la più antica è 

del 792 d. c., e un considerevole numero di documenti cartacei. 

  

 

     The Benedictine Abbey 

   The Benedictine Abbey of the Holy Trinity of Cava in the  
Middle Ages was a religious and cultural and most powerful 
center in Southern Italy. Founded by a noble Lombard, S. Alferio Pappacarbone who 
had the vision of the Holy Trinity in the form of three light rays from the source rock, 
he retired to live in those places for prayer and contemplation, it  quickly raised to a 
large community of monks. The Abbey of Cava in the Order of St. Benedict formed an 
independent congregation, The Congregation of the 
Holy Trinity of Cava, which had a remarkable 
development in a few decades, becoming one of the 
most flourishing Benedictine congregations. The abbot 
of SS. Trinity of Cava in the twelfth and thirteenth 

centuries ruled over 340 churches, more than 90 priories, at least 29 abbeys. 
He was also honored with the title of Great  Abbot of Cava: "Magnus Cavensis 
Abbas." The Abbey of SS. Trinity Church became the mother of the  Cavese 
Order: " Mater vel matrix ecclesia Ordinis Cavensis ".The archives of the 
Abbey Abbey is very important.  Situated in two elegant halls of the late 
eighteenth century, it contains precious manuscripts and parchment paper, 
more than fifteen thousand parchments, the oldest of which is dated 792 A.D. 
and a considerable number of paper documents.  
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Monte Castello con il Castrum S. Adjutoris  

Oggi teatro di una delle più celebrate feste cittadine, domina la vallata di Cava de' Tirreni. Incerta è la data di 
nascita del Castello, ma essa fu anteriore al Mille, essendo menzionato nei noti diplomi di donazioni alla 
Badia del 1035 e del 1058. L'importanza strategica della collina su cui sorge il castello, posta a cavallo delle 
due strade che conducevano a Salerno, non sfuggì ai Principi Longobardi, i quali, perciò, vi edificarono una 
fortezza, che dovette essere un bell'esemplare di architettura militare nella quale i discendenti di Alboino si 

distinsero. Per renderla più efficiente, la fecero caposaldo di una serie 
di torri, terrapieni e mura che, attraversando le località Serra, Borrello 
e Campitello, si attestava ad Arco, per dove passava la "via Maggiore". 
Questo schieramento difensivo fu 
prima denominato "Castrum Salerno", 
poi "Castrum Sancti Adiutoris", dal 
Santo che aveva dato il nome alla plaga 
circostante. Ma fin dal 1500 prevalse il 
termine generico di "Castello". 

 

Il Castello, erroneamente ritenuto caposaldo dell'artiglieria tedesca 

durante la seconda guerra mondiale, venne raso al suolo dal lancio di 

bombe da parte di cacciabombardieri anglo-americani. Dal Castello, 

ogni estate, avviene un eccezionale spettacolo pirotecnico con cui si 

chiude la Festa di Montecastello in ricordo del miracolo che, nel 1656, 

salvò Cava dalla peste. 

 

Monte Castello with the 
Castrum S. Adjutoris  

Today, the scene of one of the most celebrated festivals of the city , 
overlooking the valley of Cava de ' Tirreni . The Castle was probably 
built before the year 1000. The strategic importance of the hill on 
which the castle stands , located on either side of the two roads 
leading to Salerno, did not escape the Lombards , who built a fort , 
which had to be a fine example of military architecture  for the the 
descendants of King Alboin . To make 
it more efficient , they built a series of 
towers , and a walls that surrounded 
the castle  . This defensive line was 

first called " Castrum Salerno ", then " Castrum Sancti Adiutoris " in honour 
to Saint Adiutoris who, with his prayers saved the town from the plague . 
But since 1500 it is known as  "Castle" . 

The Castle was considered the cornerstone of German artillery during the 
Second World War , and it was razed to the ground by dropping bombs on 
the part of Anglo-American bombers .  

From the Castle , every summer , a fantastic fireworks display takes  place which closes the Feast of 
Montecastello in memory of the miracle that , in 1656 , saved Cava from the plague .  

http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Cava_de'_Tirreni_-_Monte_Castello.jpg
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La città è situata a nord-ovest della pianura del fiume Sele, all'inizio 

esatto della Costiera Amalfitana. Il piccolo fiume Irno attraversa la 

parte centrale di Salerno. 

Il clima è mediterraneo, con estate calda e relativamente asciutta (30 

° C (86 ° F) nel mese di agosto) con piogge autunnali e invernali (8 ° C 

(46 ° F) nel mese di gennaio). Di solito c'è quasi 1.000 mm di pioggia ogni anno. Il vento forte che proviene 

dalle montagne verso il golfo di Salerno rende la città molto 

ventosa (soprattutto in inverno). Tuttavia, questo conferisce 

Salerno il vantaggio di essere una delle città più soleggiata d'Italia. 

L'economia di Salerno è principalmente basata sui servizi e sul 

turismo. Altre attività sono legati alla produzione di  ceramica e 

cibo e cure termali.  

Il porto di Salerno è uno dei più attivi del Tirreno. Muove circa 7 

milioni di tonnellate di merci all'anno, il 60% dei quali è trasportato 

in Containers. 

Le zone più caratteristiche di Salerno sono: 

 

• Lungomare Trieste. Questa passeggiata risalente al 1950 ed è 

una delle più belle d’Italia. Ha un'estensione di circa cinque 

miglia con molte palme rare. 

 

Castello di Arechi  
E’ un massiccio castello 

dominante la città da una  collina di 300 m.. E' stato ampliato da Arechi II 
su una  preesistente costruzione romana-bizantina. Oggi ospita sale per 
esposizioni e congressi. Il Castello offre un panorama completo e 
spettacolare della città e del Golfo di Salerno. 
The city is situated at the north-western end of the plain of the Sele  
river, at the exact beginning of the Amalfi coast. The small river Irno 
crosses through the central section of Salerno. 

The climate is Mediterranean, with a hot and relatively dry summer (30 °C (86 °F) in August and a rainy fall 
and winter (8 °C (46 °F) in January. Usually there is nearly 1,000 mm of rain every year. The strong wind that 
comes from the mountains toward the Gulf of Salerno makes the city very windy (mainly in winter). 
However, this gives Salerno the advantage of being one of the most sunny towns in Italy.  The economy of 

Salerno is mainly based on services and tourism. Other activities  are connected 
with pottery and food production and spa. 

.The port of Salerno is one of the most active in the Tyrrhenian Sea. It moves 
some 7 millions of tons of goods a year, 60% of which is stored into containers. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sele_(river)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amalfi_coast
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gulf_of_Salerno
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pottery
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Food
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tyrrhenian_Sea
http://www.paesionline.it/salerno/foto_dettaglio.asp?filename=48525_salerno_salerno
http://www.paesionline.it/salerno/foto_dettaglio.asp?filename=48526_castello_di_arechi_salerno
http://www.paesionline.it/salerno/foto_dettaglio.asp?filename=25464_salerno_panorama_da_monte_bonadies_salerno
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The most characteristic features of Salerno  are: 

Lungomare Trieste. This Promenade dating to the 1950s is 
one of the best in Italy. It has an extension of nearly five miles 
with many rare palms. 

 

 

Castello di Arechi  
("Arechis Castle") is a massive castle commanding the city from a 
300 m (984.25 ft) hill. It was enlarged by Arechis II over a pre-
existing Roman-Byzantine construction. Today it houses  rooms for 
exhibitions and congresses. The Castle offers a complete and 
spectacular view of the city and the Gulf of Salerno. 
 
 

Centro storico di Salerno 
 
 Il "Centro Storico Salerno" è uno dei 
meglio mantenuti nella penisola 
italiana. La sua "Via dei Mercanti" è 
ancora oggi la parte principale dello 
shopping della città. Il Duomo è il suo 
centro. 
 
 
 

 
 
Duomo di Salerno 
 
 Il Duomo di Salerno domina, con il caratteristico 
Campanile, il centro storico di Salerno. Nella Cripta 
vi è la tomba di uno dei dodici apostoli di Cristo, 
San Matteo Evangelista. Il Duomo è la principale 
attrazione turistica della città. 
 
 
 
 

 
Historical Downtown Salerno 
 The "Historical Downtown Salerno" is one of the best maintained  in the 
Italian peninsula. Its "Via dei mercanti" (merchant street) is even today 
the main bulk of the shopping in the city. The Duomo is its centre.  
 
 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arechis_II
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gulf_of_Salerno
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salerno_Cathedral
http://www.google.it/imgres?q=duomo+di+salerno&um=1&hl=it&biw=1311&bih=499&tbm=isch&tbnid=ve0TCMmpd9gRlM:&imgrefurl=http://www.fotoeweb.it/sorrentina/Salerno Duomo.htm&docid=3daiT91qY27AnM&imgurl=http://www.fotoeweb.it/sorrentina/Foto/Salerno/Duomo di Salerno.jpg&w=513&h=385&ei=gInOToH9ErPU4QS68vge&zoom=1
http://www.paesionline.it/salerno/foto_dettaglio.asp?filename=30628_panorama_dal_mare_salerno
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The Salerno Cathedral dominates with the characteristic 
Bell-Tower the historical downtown Salerno. In the Cripta 
there it is the tomb of one of the twelve apostles of Cristo, 
Saint Matthew the Evangelist. The Cathedral is the main 
tourist attraction of the city. 

   Teatro Verdi 

 
 Il Teatro di Salerno "Teatro Verdi" è stato costruito nel 1872 ed è decorato 
con dipinti di Gaetano D'Agostino. Il teatro fu gravemente danneggiato 
durante il terremoto del 1980 e ricostruito e riaperto al pubblico  nel 1994, 
durante le celebrazioni per i cinquanta anni di "Salerno Capitale d'Italia". 

 

 The Salerno Theater ("Teatro Verdi") was built in 1872 and is decorated with 
paintings of Gaetano D'Agostino. The theater was heavily damaged during the 
1980 earthquake and rebuilt and re-opened in 1994, during the celebrations for 
the fifty years of "Salerno Capital of Italy". 

 
Villa Comunale di Salerno 
 Il giardino del vecchio municipio è in realtà una grande area ricreativa di fronte al Teatro Salerno con una 
fontana chiamata "Don Tullio"risalente al  1790 

 

 The garden of the old city hall is actually a 
huge recreation area in front the Salerno 
Theater (the "Teatro Verdi"), with a fountain 
(called "Don Tullio") made in 1790. 

 
 

 
Christmas: the enchanted garden 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

Cripta Duomo 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cathedral_of_Salerno
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twelve_apostles
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christ
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_Matthew
http://www.google.it/imgres?q=villa+comunale+salerno&hl=it&gbv=2&biw=1311&bih=499&tbm=isch&tbnid=OMHwTiVSGsj2FM:&imgrefurl=http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Fontana_di_salerno.png&docid=61dfcJ3krUqFiM&imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/aa/Fontana_di_salerno.png&w=368&h=500&ei=ZZrOTrb_HaqD4gSvkfAr&zoom=1
http://static.panoramio.com/photos/original/45361025.jpg
http://static.panoramio.com/photos/original/45361036.jpg
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Costiera  amalfitana 

 
La costiera Amalfitana è un tratto di costa della provincia di Salerno nel Sud 
Italia. E’ una popolare destinazione turistica per la regione e l'Italia nel suo 

complesso, attirando migliaia di turisti ogni anno. Nel 1997, la Costiera 
Amalfitana è stata inserita nella lista del Patrimonio Mondiale 
dell'UNESCO come paesaggio culturale. Come il resto della regione, la 
Costiera Amalfitana si trova in un clima mediterraneo, con estati calde 
e inverni miti. Si trova sulla costa relativamente ripida meridionale 
della Penisola Sorrentina, con poco spazio per i territori rurali e 
agricoli. La strada per la 
Costiera Amalfitana è lunga  40 
chilometri e corre lungo la costa 
dal centro di Maiori a est fino a  
Positano in occidente. Tredici comuni sono situati sulla 
Costiera Amalfitana, molti dei quali  vivono di turismo. La Costiera 
Amalfitana è nota per la produzione del "limoncello", infatti la  zona è 
ben conosciuta per la coltivazione dei limoni, che vengono coltivati in 
giardini terrazzati lungo tutta la costa tra febbraio e ottobre. Amalfi è anche conosciuta per la preziosa  carta 
fatta a mano, che si chiama bambagina. 

The Amalfi Coast  is a stretch of coastline in the Province of Salerno in 
Southern Italy. The Amalfi Coast is a popular tourist destination for the 
region and Italy as a whole, attracting thousands of tourists annually. In 
1997, the Amalfi Coast was listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site as a 
cultural landscape. Like the rest of the region, the Amalfi Coast lies in a 
Mediterranean climate, featuring warm summers and mild winters. It is 
located on the relatively steep southern shore of the Sorrentine 
Peninsula, with little room for rural and agricultural 
territories. The only land route to the Amalfi Coast is 

the 40 kilometres long which runs along the coastline from the town of Maiori in the east 
to Positano in the west. Thirteen municipalities are located on the Amalfi Coast, many of 
them live on tourism. The Amalfi Coast is known for its production of “limoncello liqueur” 
as the area is a well-known for the cultivation of lemons, which are grown in terraced 
gardens along the entire coast between February and October. Amalfi is also known for a precious a hand-
made thick paper which is called bambagina.  

 

Amalfi, la gloriosa repubblica 

marinara  

Centro turistico di risonanza 
internazionale, deve la sua fama alle 
sue incomparabili bellezze ed alla 
dolcezza del suo clima. 
La sua storia secolare, la bellezza del 
paesaggio, il mare, i monumenti 
rappresentano un cocktail 
formidabile ed irripetibile. Incuneata 

tra i Monti Lattari, disseminati di agrumeti, ed il mare, Amalfi è la perla 
della costa che da lei prende il nome. Il paese è formato da case bianche 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Province_of_Salerno
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Southern_Italy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UNESCO
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Heritage_Site
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mediterranean_climate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sorrento_Peninsula
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sorrento_Peninsula
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maiori
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Positano
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limoncello
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lemon
http://www.google.it/imgres?q=costiera+amalfitana&hl=it&sa=G&biw=1366&bih=520&gbv=2&tbm=isch&tbnid=2xqFXY-n2VMJsM:&imgrefurl=http://www.summersky.it/news/2011/07/10/la-x-edizione-di-top-danza-costa-damalfi/&docid=mB5wirnuAIVQ_M&imgurl=http://www.summersky.it/news/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/costiera-amalfitana.jpg&w=800&h=600&ei=vqnOTt_MM4b64QTg3ug-&zoom=1
http://www.google.it/imgres?q=regata+amalfi&hl=it&gbv=2&biw=1366&bih=520&tbm=isch&tbnid=ldErmKTkTFFX_M:&imgrefurl=http://www.coteamalfitaine.net/costa-amalfitana/amalfi_costiera.html&docid=QjvjbHu3-H0jnM&imgurl=http://www.coteamalfitaine.net/images/amalfi/Amalfi-Stemma.png&w=175&h=179&ei=w7vOTqHBL8zQ4QTlmuRO&zoom=1
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abbarbicate alla roccia, in un intreccio di vicoli e scale, ed è addossato ad uno scosceso pendio scavato nel 
vallone del fiume Canneto. Una natura solare, intatta e selvaggia che crea un’atmosfera magica.  
Il porto turistico è attrezzatissimo anche per raggiungere le splendide spiaggette come quella di Santa 
Croce. Fra il ‘900 ed il 1100 il commercio amalfitano toccava i maggiori porti del Mediterraneo e la città si era 
affermata come potente repubblica. I navigatori amalfitani conoscevano già l’uso della bussola ed i suoi 
statuti prevedevano un ordinamento ed una regolamentazione dei rapporti marittimi che costituiscono i 
primi esempi del moderno diritto di navigazione. Il suo monumento principale è senz’altro costituito dal 
Duomo di Sant’Andrea, con la maestosa scalinata formata da 57 gradini, meta sognata da tutte le giovani 
coppie che scelgono Amalfi per sposarsi.  
Lo storico porto, oltre che essere punto obbligato per tutti i dipartisti e per fare escursioni lungo tutta la 
costa, fino a Capri e Sorrento, rivive ancora oggi i fasti del passato repubblicano, essendo teatro della 

Regata Storica delle Repubbliche Marinare, che si svolge, in costumi 
medioevali, ogni 4 anni a giugno. Da non perdere anche una tappa al 
Museo della Carta, ancora oggi prodotta e raffinata con tecniche 
settecentesche. D’estate Amalfi è la capitale della mondanità e del 
divertimento con innumerevoli manifestazioni, come la Sagra del 
limone, in omaggio al prodotto tipico della Costiera ed allo squisito 
liquore da esso derivato, ed i laboratori d’arte creativa. 

 

Amalfi, the glorious “Repubblica marinara”  

Amalfi is an internationally known tourist town thanks to its natural beauties and its mild climate. Its history, 
its landscapes, the sea, the monuments are a wonderful and unique 
cocktail. 
Situated between the Lattari mounts, rich of citrus groves, and the 
sea, Amalfi is the pearl of the coast to which it gives the name. The 
town is made of white houses on the rocks, with narrow streets and 
staircases, and it is situated in the valley of Canneto river. The solar 
and wonderful nature creates a magic atmosphere.  
The tourist port is very well equipped to allow visitors to go to the 
beautiful beaches of Amalfi, 
such as that of Santa Croce. 

 Between ‘900 and 1100 Amalfi traded with the most important ports 
of Mediterranean sea and was a very important Republic. Sailors from 
Amalfi knew the use of the compass and they had real statutes to 
regulate navigation that represent an example of the modern law of 
navigation. The most important monument in Amalfi is the Cathedral 
dedicated to Saint Andrew, with the great staircase made of 57 steps, 
the dreamed destination of all the lovers of the world.  
The port is the place from where all the excursions to Capri and 
Sorrento leave. Each four years, in June, the port is the theatre of the traditional boat-race “Regata Storica 
delle Repubbliche Marinare”, in Middle Ages costumes. The Museo della Carta (a paper museum) is very 
interesting, paper is still produced using techniques of XVIII century. During the summer, Amalfi is the reign 
of entertainment with many events, such as Lemon Festival that celebrates the most famous fruit of its 
cultivations, the lemon, and the tasteful liqueur, Limoncello. 

 
 
 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/90/Amalfi_Italy_4.JPG
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Duomo di Amalfi 
 
Il più celebre monumento di Amalfi è certamente il 
Duomo in stile arabo-siciliano ed attualmente 
dedicato a Sant'Andrea, patrono della città. Infatti 
più che di Duomo si dovrebbe parlare di 
complesso Cattedrale, poiché l'attuale edificio 
risulta da sovrapposizioni ed affiancamenti di varie 
chiese di varie epoche. Il primo edificio dedicato al 
culto cristiano, fu una chiesa paleocristiana risalente al VI 

secolo d.C., che, come in molti casi analoghi in tutta Italia, probabilmente 
sostituiva un tempio dedicato a divinità romane. Tra il VI ed il IX secolo 
d.C., la prima Cattedrale eretta sulla precedente paleocristiana, fu dedicata 
alla Santissima Maria Assunta, prima protettrice di Amalfi. La Chiesa 
attuale dedicata a Sant'Andrea risale al IX secolo d.C., fu costruita a fianco 
della precedente e comunicante con la stessa. 

 
 
The most famous monument, the Cathedral of Amalfi is certainly in the Arab-
Sicilian style and currently dedicated to St. Andrew, patron saint of the town. In 
fact it is correct to speak of the  Cathedral complex, because the existing 
building is overlapping and siding several churches of various periods. The first 
building dedicated to Christian worship, was an early Christian church dating to 
the sixth century AD, which, as in many similar cases throughout Italy, probably 
replaced a temple dedicated to Roman gods. Between the sixth and ninth 
century AD, the first cathedral built on the previous Early Christian, was 
dedicated to the Blessed Mary of the Assumption, the first patron of Amalfi. The 

present church dedicated to St. Andrew dates back to the ninth century AD. It was built alongside the 
former and communicating with the same. 

Ravello 

Ravello, antica Città medioevale, conosciuta in tutto il mondo per la sua 
storia, per i suoi pregevoli monumenti, per la magia dei suoi paesaggi e 
delle sue dimore patrizie. Ravello si trova sulla collina e si affaccia sul mare, 
è sospesa tra terra e cielo. Terra di incanto, così come la descrissero i più 
illustri viaggiatori di ogni tempo che la elessero a “Patria dello spirito”. Solo 
visitando Ravello è dato vivere intensi momenti di magico stupore!  

                                                            
                                                          Ravello 

Ancient medieval town, known worldwide for its history, its 
beautiful monuments, its magical landscapes and its patrician 
houses. Ravello is situated on a hill overlooking the sea, it is 
suspended between earth and sky. Land of enchantment, 
described by the most famous travellers  of all ages who chose it as 
their "spiritual homeland". Only by visiting Ravello it  happen to live 
intense moments amazement! 
 
 
 
 

http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duomo_di_Amalfi
http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sant%27Andrea
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Il Palazzo Rufolo, è stato edificato intorno alla metà del XIII sec., nel 
periodo di maggiore splendore della famiglia Rufolo. Il complesso è 
circondato su ogni lato da un muro di cinta e verso i monti è 
presidiato da due torri: la torre maggiore con il compito offensivo-
difensivo, la torre minore fa da ingresso. Un ombroso viale conduce 
al chiostro elevato su archi ogivali sorretti da colonne in marmo 
bianco. 
 
 Palazzo Rufolo was built around the middle of the thirteenth 
century. That was a  period of  the greatest glory of the Rufolo 

family. The complex is surrounded on all sides by a wall and into the mountains it  is guarded by two towers: 
the tower with a more offensive-defensive task, the smaller one is the main entrance. A shady avenue leads 
to the cloister,  whose arches  are supported by white marble columns . 

Villa Cimbrone 

 

 Villa Cimbrone, fu acquistata nel 1904 da Ernest William Beckett Lord 
Grimthorpe che, volle trasformare quel posto nel "luogo più bello al 
mondo. Il giardino, già decantato nell'800 dal Gregorovius nelle sue note di 
viaggio come "incomparabile, ove crescevano i più bei fiori immaginabili, 
provenienti da innumerevoli piante del Sud …", venne in parte ridisegnato 
ed arricchito di innumerevoli e pregevoli elementi decorativi ( tempietti, 

padiglioni, lapidi, statue). Il viale dell’immenso, che fece da cornice alla 
cavalcata di Richard e Cosima Wagner nel 1880, conduce 
all’incomparabile belvedere, sospeso tra cielo e terra, da cui è possibile 
godere di un panorama unico al mondo. Villa Cimbrone, punto 
d'incontro del famoso circolo londinese di Bloomsbury, ha ospitato 
sovrani e nomi illustri dell'arte, della scienza, della politica quali 
Forster, Strachey, Keynes, Moore, Russel, Elliot, Crick, Piaget, Virginia 
Woolf, D.H. Lawrence, i Duchi di Kent, Churchill, oltre ad aver protetto 
la celebre fuga d'amore di Greta Garbo con Leopold Stokowsky. 

Villa Cimbrone 
 

 In 1904 Villa Cimbrone was acquired by Ernest William Beckett, 
Lord Grimthorpe who wanted to transform that place in the "most 
beautiful place in the world”. The garden was described  as" 
incomparable, where the most beautiful flowers grew coming from 
numerous plants of the South ... ",it  was partly redesigned and 
enriched with many precious and decorative elements (temples, 
pavilions, tombstones, statues). The avenue of the immense, that 
served as a backdrop to the ride of Richard and Cosima Wagner in 
1880, leads you to the lookout, suspended between heaven and 
earth, from which you can enjoy a unique view in the world. Villa  
Cimbrone, meeting point of the famous London's Bloomsbury circle, 

has hosted sovereigns and illustrious names of 'art, science, politics, such as Forster, Strachey, Keynes, 
Moore, Russell, Elliot, Crick, Piaget, Virginia Woolf, DH Lawrence, the Duke and Duchess of Kent, Churchill. 
It has also protected the famous  love escape of Greta Garbo with Stokowsky Leopold. 
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Vietri  sul mare 

La prima città che troviamo provenienti da Salerno è Vietri sul 
Mare. 
La città è costruita su un piccolo promontorio  sul mare, dove 
troviamo un imponente torre Saracena. 
Vietri è stata la città vecchia di "Marcina", costruito dagli 
Etruschi. Più tardi i Romani la conquistarono. Infatti una terme 
romana e un "murus  reticolatum" sono stati trovati 
recentemente in riva al mare. 
Nel medioevo Vietri era sotto il Ducato di Salerno, in seguito 
sotto l'Abbazia di Cava. Solo nel XVIII secolo Vietri divenne un 
comune indipendente. 

 
 
Luoghi da visitare 

La chiesa di San Giovanni Battista, con la cupola coperta di ceramiche maioliche. 
Costruito nel X secolo con un ampio corridoio, su una pianta a croce latina. 
Nella chiesa, possiamo vedere una croce greca del XV secolo.  
 
Altri posti interessanti a Vietri sono: Molina, ricca di 
mulini ad acqua e Raito, dove troviamo la chiesa di 
Santa Maria delle Grazie, costruita nel XVI secolo, 
con i suoi affreschi della scuola del Solimena. 
 

Vietri sul Mare è stata la patria della  produzione di ceramiche fin dal XV 
secolo, il suo commercio era particolarmente attivo con la Sicilia e la 
Calabria. La decorazione della  ceramica di Vietri riproduce i colori tipici 
della costa. 

Vietri sul mare 
 

The first town we find coming from Salerno is Vietri sul Mare.  
The town is built on a little promontory, and on the seaside where we 
find an impressive Saracena tower. 
Vietri was the old town of "Marcina", built by the Etrurian. Later the 
Roman conquered it. In fact a Roman thermae and a "murus 
reticulatum" were found recently by the seaside.In the middle age 
Vietri was under the Dukedom of Salerno, later under the Cava Abbey. 
Only in the XVIII century Vietri began an indipendent municipality. 
 

Places to visit 

The church of St. Giovanni Battista, with its dome covered with 
majolic ceramics. Built in the X century, with a wide aisle, on a 
latin Cross layout. In the church, we can see an ancient greek 
Cross, from the XV century. Other interesting places in Vietri are: 
Molina, rich of water-mills and Raito, where we find the church 
of Santa Maria delle Grazie, built in the XVI century, with its 
frescoes painted by the school of Solimena. Vietri sul Mare has 
been producing ceramics since the XV century, its trade was 
especially with Sicily and Calabria. The décoration of Vietri ceramic, reproduces the typical colours of the 
coast.  
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1st meeting of the Comenius project “It’s my nature !” 
in Brilon-Germany from 22nd to 26th of October! 

 
 
         
 
Coordinated by Mme Dominique 
Chalansonnet who came from France 
together with Sylvie and Marie-Pierre, the  
representatives of the partner institutions   
from the farthest countries in EU, Elvira, 

Antonio, Antonio and Miguel from Azores Islands, Nuray, Fatma, 
Ali Kenan from Turkey, Pina and Anna from Italy, and Maria and 
Agneszka from Poland moved towards the central Europe, Brilon in 
Germany for their first appointment.  
                             
                            
 
 
On Tuesday 23rd, at 9 in courtyard the young delegations of the 
partner schools and their teachers were welcomed by the students 
and the school community of Brilon. In a sunny warm morning, 

unusual for that time of the 
year at that latitude, bright 
smiling faces looked 
trustingly at their guides, the 
teachers. The coordinator 
Dominique Chalansonnet and 
the other teachers at easy 
because of  the familiar and 
informal atmosphere they 
found , expressed their 

greetings, their feelings and their thoughts regarding the aims of 
the project. All those people were gathered in that school to 
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work together on the main  
theme of the project “ protecting and saving our nature, in order to protect 
and save our future” and moreover to start working in cooperation for the 
final goal, the education of the young generations trained to live  and work in 
their common home, Europe, respectful of the same ideals of peace, 
friendship and prosperity. 
 
                            
 

 
    
The students, Cristiana, Chiara, Ester, Roberta and  Francesco  from the Italian Scuola “A:Balzico”; 
Stephane, Eliane, Sarah, Joachim, Arno from the French “Barnave”  School  , Rodrigo and Vítor from  São 
Miguel island (EBIde Arrifes); Büşra, Mehmet ,Ebrar, Burak from Turkey; Klaudia, Agneszka, Artur and 
Tomek from Poland were hosted by the families. 
 

 
 
 Along with their host friends and other students from Marienschule took part in  several activities and 
workshops guided by the German teachers. 
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In their workshops teachers gave evidence of the real integration of the project in their schools and of the 
involvement of students and teachers. They tried to clarify some points of the planning and, day by day, 
they were able to build up a cohesive team, in which each participant gave his/her own contribute for the 
improvement of the project and took in the right consideration the others’ point of view. 

 
                
 
                                       
 
During the visit to the town hall the guests were received by   the Major  Mr. Franz Schrewe who gave 
important information about the history of Brilon.  

 
 

 
After the visit, the participants spent a nice afternoon through the quiet and clean streets of Brilon and 
discovered its history from the words of the students located near the buildings worth to be known for their 
historical value and their architectural importance. At the end of the tour, all of them could enjoy a delicious 
ice-cream. 
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A guided tour was organized to know the historical buildings of Paderborn, the capital city of the region. 
         

 
 
 
 The second day of the visit ended with a German/ European dinner cooked in the school kitchen. Everybody 
gave his/her own contribute and in the end the results were simply amazing. We could taste delicious 
recipes from each partner country made according to the familiar style and then, the music and the songs of 
every tradition cheered our evening! 

     
 
     
 
 
 
To feel completely integrated into the local community the guests went on a trekking tour in the park and 
reached a forest damaged by the storm, were they could give their contribute to the rebirth of the forest, 
planting little pine trees. 
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The day spent into the wild nature ended with a bonfire in which all of us could take part in a traditional 
experience cooking  potatoes under the ashes of the bonfire and we  spent the last night eating and singing 
along with the German teachers and the host families.  
    

 

 
 

 
On Friday morning all the delegations left from the school while a great number of students gathered in the 
courtyard to say goodbye and….lots of tears were shed! 

       
 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

At the end of that meeting all the participants left Brilon with the heart full of positive feelings, conscious of 
having a great number of friends and the strong sensation of having a home town in Germany: Brilon and its 
community!  

                 

All the students have bridged an international net of friendship, remaining in touch through face-book and 
e-mails. 
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 Second meeting : Zespole SzkóÅ‚ Nr 1 w Starej Wsi , Limanowa, Poland 
  11th -  15th March 2013. 

The second meeting took place in Zespole SzkóÅ‚ Nr 1 w Starej 
Wsi , Limanowa, Poland from Monday 11th to Friday 15th 
March 2013. The first delegation of three teachers and four 
students (Gizem MineTÜRKSEVER, Sedef Pınar MERT,Sema 
Naz ÖĞÜT, M. Nur YURDUNUSEVEN, Alperen Ertürk) and the 
teachers Mrs Nuray Sariboga, Mr. Ersen Kirikkaya and Mr 
Ibrahim Atay arrived from Turkey on Sunday 10 of March 2013. 
From Germany Mr  Karl Wiemeyer and Mrs Sarah Kreutz and 
their students Patrick Kucharczyk, Johannes Schröder, Carolin 
Becker, Luca Schlueter arrived in the afternoon. 

On Monday most of the guests arrived and they gathered 
for the first official meeting in the evening in the  restaurant 
Stary Browar in Limanowa. Guests liked the interior of the 
restaurant with a unique, magic climate.  
At the evening dinner teachers from Turkey and Germany, 
teachers from the school took part to the dinner.  
It was very familiar and it was easy and pleasant to talk 
about the different educational systems in the  partner 
countries, looking for advantages and disadvantages.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Mrs Dominique Chalansonnet form College Barnave in 
France and her colleague Mrs Maud Chevrol were 
accompanied by five students:  Benjamin Ayache, 
Morgan Baron, Alan Dabrowski, Yohann Micoud, 
Antonio Bourgeois and they arrived late in the evening 
they arrived at Limanowa at 10 p.m.  
 
In the end the Italian delegation , Mrs Giuseppina Vitale, 
Mrs Angela Siano and Mr Lorenzo Serra with four 
students, Francesca D’Amico, Debora Della Rocca, katerina Vallecaro and Giovanni Violante arrived:  
their plane landed at 11 p.m. in Cracow. They arrived to Stara Wies at 1 a.m. Despite the late hour, the 
Polish host students welcomed their guests. All the delegations were accomodated in the hotel Na 
Wesolej.  

 
 
 
On Tuesday there was the first impact with the school community. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

http://www.panoramio.com/photo_explorer
http://www.itsmynature.eu/die-teilnehmer/poland.php
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 A great welcoming 
ceremony was 
organized and a 
number of 
personalities took 
part to the event 
:the vice mayor of 
the municipality of 

Limanowa, 
Franciszek Bieda,  the director GZOS Edyta Krol, the  priest 
Marian Tyrka- the leader of parish in Stara Wies, the 
president of ZNP Elzbieta Mordarska, the representatives 

of the parents’ council, councilors, parents and all school community. Guests were welcomed by school’s 
director, Halina Maka.  
The Comenius delegations introduced themselves both in their mother tongue and in English, as they 
agreed upon in their last meeting , because they consider the diffusion of the languages a strong point of 
their programme.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

The official  Ceremony started with the presentation of the most interesting spots of Poland and of the 
most famous personalities of the Polish culture. 

Young pupils of the 4th grade, wearing their traditional 
costumes, performed „the polonaise” 

After, students presented their region Malopolska, which 
includes Cracow, Wieliczka and Bochnia, religious 
monuments- churches built during ages and beautiful 

castles. The show ended up with krakowiak, 
danced by 3rd class. The most spectacular was 
Lajkonik.  At the end, they presented their small 
homeland, with everything that is connected with 
commune of Limanowa, Limanowa town and of 
course Stara Wies. They very proudly mentioned 
what is the most beautiful in the region: beautiful 
mountains, the school, the new church and all 
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their traditions they are trying to keep alive.  

After the official part of the  meeting, the Director 
took the guests around the school. The visit  started 
from the  older classes. In younger classes, pupils from 
class “0”  performed their new songs and all guests 
were amazed by their singing.  

 

 

 

The biggest impression was made by language 
classroom where there were beautiful and big posters 
hanged on the walls . We all  noticed and liked the fact, 
that the school is clean and has a nice interior design.  

 

 

Our walk ended in the school canteen, where we ate tasty 
meal, prepared by their cooks. In the same time, students were 
organized in groups and took part to workshops and other 
motivating activities.  

 

 

 

The  first group got to know the signs of spring in Poland. 
Unfortunately, the weather didn’t let them go outside to see all 
of these signs: white, soft and unforgettable snow covered the 
forest and the hills around and that was amazing especially for 
the Italian people coming from the south of their country where 
they rarely see the snow! But the most creative workshop for 

teachers and students was” Creating Ester palm”, which 
students will take to the church during Palm Sunday. It was a 
great fun for young and adult people to make such new things: 
all the products were presented to the final ceremony! After 
that the group left for a tour of Limanowa: we visited  the new 
chuch in Stara Wies,  just opposite the school, which revealed to 
be very  interesting, because it’s an example of temporary art  
with its huge statue of Christ, who looks in the  school’s 
direction. Priest Marian Tyrka told  the guests the history of the  
church.  
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All of us were invited and 
welcomed by major 
Wladyslaw Pazdan, vice 
major Franciszek Bieda and 
Secretary of the 
Municipality Marek Ziaja.  
They were really honored by 
the visit and received the 
guests with the table full of 
sweets and colorful drinks.  

The coordinators of the Comenius delegations offered  
small gifts to Limanowa’s authorities. We visited the  
Public Library with the newest art exhibition in the art 
gallery: there were drawings and graphics of the local 
artist Jan Plata from Tymbark. Guests wrote some 
sentences in their own languages in the commemorative 
book.After that we went to “Buzodrom”, where Tuorist 
Information Center is located.  Guests could change 
their money, could buy some souvenirs from Limanowa 
or just take some brochures  about the town and the 
region in their own language.We visited also  
Sanktuarium Matki Boskiej Bolesnej, popular called 

Bazylika Limanowska. The tourist guide told us the story of the first churches in Limanowa and showed us 
the most precious and the most beautiful things in the basilica.  

 

We went also to the museum near the basilica, where we could 
admire beautiful exhibits dating back to old times.After the 
cultural tour   students had the opportunity to take part in 
shooting competition taking place in the shooting range. 
Thanks to Mr Leszek Lach, the director of LOK in Limanowa 
and members of shooting club “Arkus”, Bogdan Kita and 
Maciej Twarog, foreign pupils could shoot to a target. The 
result was surprising :  

 

Girls Boys 

1st place- Gizem Mine Turkseyer (Turkey) 1st place- Luca Schluter (Germany) 

2nd place- Carolin Becker (Germany) 2nd place- Antonin Bourgeois (France) 

3rd place- Katerina Vallecaro (Italy) 3rd place- Johannes Schroder (Germany) 
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After the competition students went to the Polish families’ 
house. In the same time, teachers were invited for a coffee to 
Charlotte Cafe in Limanowa.  But…the day was still young!  At 7 
p.m., all teachers went to school to paint Easter eggs. It was 
supposed to be an easy way to spend some time in a familiar 
way but it soon changed into a great feasting. We spent a nice 
and intercultural evening 
singing songs in different 
languages, while Olek,the 
Polish Music teacher and  

Lorenzo from Italy and Marek were accompanying the songs playing 
the piano.  

At that time there weren’t any Polish, French, Italian, Turkish or 
German teachers, but the great European  Comenius Team with 

smiles on their faces and serenity in their 
hearts: one of the goals was achieved: we 
were a family!       

 

On Wednesday when we got up there was 
snow all around, anyway  we went for a 
trip to Cracow. In Cracow, we were guided 
through Droga Królewska (Royal Road), 
we saw Zamek Krolewski (Royal Castle) 
and cathedral on Wawel, Kościol Mariacki 
(Mariacki Church), Sukiennice- located at 
the biggest middle ages square in Europe 

and 
the  

remai
ns of the fortified walls with Brama Florianska (Floranska Gate) and 
Barbakan. All those places belonging to the cultural heritage were 
very attractive for all the guests.After lunch in Cracow, we went to 
Bochnia Salt Mine.  

 

 
We Visited subterranean of the oldest Polish salt mine 
and the most interesting excavations located at 223 
metres depth, we saw  a unique geological system, 
chapels with beautiful sculptures and paintings and 
mining tools, that were used many ages ago.  
The only one in the world Multimedial Exposition similar 
to a travel back into the ages : Polish kings, miners from 
Genua and even a ghost of Cystercian- a monk from the 
monastery connected with the beginning of the mine in 
Bochnia. At the end of visit we were travelling by boats, 
230 metres, under the ground, for 120 metres in the 
tunnels, flooded by salty water.  
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While sailing, we were singing songs with our guides.At the 
end we went to Karczma Pod Wielka Sola. Natural color of 
wood and it’s smell, typical tables and chairs created a nice 
atmosphere. All of us were surprised by the delicious meals 
and the intimate and familiar atmosphere of that place. 
Thursday was the last day of the meeting: we started with 
common lessons for students from partner countries and 
the Polish pupils all 
together. Later 
students worked in 

two groups. First group had sports activities, prepared by Mr 
Marek, while second  painted Easter eggs and rabbits. In the 
same time, coordinators watched a Maths lesson, and then an 
English lesson. Some hours were spent to discuss about the 
activities and the results of the  project. Each group using 
multimedia presentations showed the way they had worked and 
the results. Dominique- main coordinator from France, checked 
each step of the project and we realized that we had done a great job so far.  
 
During the  afternoon we created poems about nature. Students were divided into two groups. One 
group tried to write poems in their national language. Later they tried to face Polish tongue twisters and 
they sang karaoke all together. The second group painted posters, connected with nature. They used 

different techniques.  
 
After all activities, students ate lunch, and after 
we had our last meeting.  The meeting was 
made of three parts. There was the exhibition of 
all the products made during those days in the 
Polish school. Students read poems about 
nature, that had written in the afternoon 
activities. Then, all groups recited poems in 
their national languages. We paid a lot of 
attention to Turkey, because they wanted to 
present their school, their town to us, before 
the meeting in May in their country.  
 

 
Then came time for a school’s “Got talent”. Julia and Magda- students from 6th class, sang a song. 
Damian, from 4th class, presented eastern combat arts.  
At the end we could see Kuba from 5th class, who played 
drums as a professional artist. At the end, the head  of the 
school, gave to each group the certificate of participation in 
the meeting.  
 
She thanked gratefully parents, who hosted kids from 
European partner schools in their houses. It was a very 
warm evening, full of tears and farewells- despite of bad 
weather outside. It was very sad, but students could stay 
with their new friends, that last evening in the Polish 
houses.  
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Farewell dinner: the last evening was really special as the Mayor invited all the delegations for dinner in a 
very elegant restaurant. The food was delicious: we tried all the traditional specialities and then the 
evening went on with music and songs.      The  stay at the Polish families and in the  Polish school was a 
wonderful and unforgettable experience for all students and teachers.  
 
 
We hope that the  same friendships will survive for a lot of years. At the leaving time all the students and 
teachers had eyes full of tears: we can, without any doubt, say that Limanowa and its community have 
become our town land! 
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Third meeting: Afyonkarahisar – Turkey from 13th to 17th May 2013. 

 

 
   The third meeting took place in Afyonkarahisar – 
Turkey from 13th to 17th May 2013. The French 
delegation composed by two teachers (Mrs 
Dominique Chalansonnet and Mrs Valerie) and five 
students (Eva Granpre, Elise Millet, Sana 
Lagrandeur, Floris Nantas, Tanguy Benoit) arrived 
first on 13th May  then the delegation of two 
teachers from Poland (Mrs Maria  and Mrs Cornelia ) 
without students together with the delegation from 
Italy:  two teachers (Mr Francesco Avella and Mrs 
Clara Annarumma) and three students  ( Paolo Di 
Giuseppe, Emanuele Del Gatto, Ludovico 
Sorrentino) while  in the   evening arrived the 

German delegation: two teachers (Mr Jurgen Mehler and Mr Friederick ) and seven students ( Torben Hester 
,  Laura Reermann, Kyra Marie Jansen,  Doreen Dammfeld, Larissa Goldschmidt, Helena Schlüter, Anna 
Dinslage). Mrs Nuray Sarıboğa Alagöz and Mr Ersen Kırıkkaya  prepared everything to welcome each 
delegation and to greet  students in order to introduce 
them to each Turkish student and the respective host 
families. They were all ready at the right time  to 
welcome and drive  students to the associated home. 
Nuray and Ersen had the first occasion to greet the new 
teachers of the meeting  and everyone socialized the 
trip  experiences  at  dinner at the Anemon hotel  in 
Afyon. 
The next day Mr Ersen and Mrs Nuray were at the hotel 
hall at 8.15 to accompany the delegations. At school 
everyone breathed a joyous and vivace atmosphere. 
 
 Teachers and students were happy and puzzled at the 
same time watching other teachers and students from different European countries talking each other in 
English and in their mother tongue. Curiosity and happiness enveloped them until they reached the room at 
the 2nd floor dedicated to the Comenius meeting. Immediately they acquainted other Turkish colleagues 
accompanying everyone upstairs and among others Mr Ali Kenan that tried in every way to let us feel at our 

ease while trying everytime and everywhere  to 
make a video of the main moments.  
Entering the room at first sight you could have the 
impression of a well organized ambience: a long 

table at the center with two jugs containing little colourful 
flags representing the single countries of this projects 
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together with the European flag and all the material necessary to work together for each seat. On the left a 
well prepared zone with special salted and sweet food  together with different kind of drinks (water, juices, 
tea, coffee..) to be used for the days of the meeting.  After having appreciated the welcoming and having 
socialized the timetable of the day all delegations visited the school,  the main rooms and the headmaster’s 
room.  
 
The Headmaster welcomed  teachers with Turkish sweets and juices while describing and explaining  the 
aim and targets of the school. He also talked about the students  and  about   his changing attitude  from an 
uncertain idea to a steady position on the goodness of the Comenius project. After having appreciated the 
description of the school and of the good teachers’ team they went downstairs to the school meeting hall to 
meet the representatives of the school (mainly students). The headmaster spoke first giving the audience 
some briefing of the Comenius delegation countries project and of the aim and targets to achieve. Soon 
after, each delegation, starting from the French one, introduced themselves  in their mother tongue and in 
English expressing the idea of the joyful atmosphere surrounding us.  
A show with some students playing Turkish songs and reciting poems united all the audience in one of the 
first magical Turkish atmosphere.  
A ribbon cutting ceremony to a dedicated place in the  school garden represented the official starting of one 
of  the main act of the day: the planting of  the „Comenius tree”. That was the real moment in wich they felt 

united together around an evident symbol of everybody’s 
interest in nature. Everyone felt  the same impression  soon 
after in revealing the „Comenius yard’s plate” by fixing a 
nail (the headmaster and every  teacher did it) on the edges 
of the plate put on a trunk prepared for the occasion.  
Going back to school they visited the gym, the scientific lab 
and a room dedicated to the Comenius delegation students 
where they could socialize experiences and be together  in 
doing activities with host Turkish students.  
After a brunch in the „Comenius room” together with the 
Headmaster and the Turkish teachers involved in the 
project each delegation from each country exchanged  

presents and then went to the workshop: „Ebru”.  „Ebru” is a traditional Turkish painting art  . It’s painting on 
water and transferring this painting onto paper. 
Colours used are insoluble in water and after having 
mixed them in particular ways with specific tools 
and magically transferring them onto papers  they 
have suddenly wonderful paintings with an effect 
like marble; the art teacher „Mr Ali Kenan” said in 
fact that  it’s also called Marbling. Some students 
were already standing  at a desk, with a rectangular 
tray filled with about 4 cm of water  and some other 
tools, waiting for the teachers to dress gowns and 

gloves to demonstrate and help everyone how to do the 
job. It’s no doubt that working together in doing art 
products is a process that acquaints to other people and 
starts an irreversible path to friendship. 
Everyone was happy in demonstrating his own artistic 
side. As a result the atmosphere was of joy and happyness.   
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Going from one side to other sides of the school  you couldn’t help but watch many interesting particular 
students handmade products such as paintings, drawings, artistic experiments, posters covering all the walls 
from the first floor to the upper floor; every corner was full of interesting things. Of course there were some 
panels dedicated to the Comenius project „it’s my nature” with flags, photos and  description of each 
partner’s town and school. A very interesting thing that caught the attention was a quite big monitor screen 
at the entrance of the school on which  pictures taken in previous occasions scrolled one after another. A 

curiosity was also seeing    mirrors on each 
floor in order to feel self confident before 
entering the class.  
 
After  lunch in the school canteen they had 
„the Afyonkarahisar city tour”. They went 
up the main hill of the town and enjoyed a 
beautiful landscape of the town. A visit to 
the oldest Afyon mosquee was also of 
interest because they saw nice full floor 
covering carpets and particular wooden  
columns. The guide explained the 
historical, social and architectural aspects 
of the site.  Students were accompanied 
by their host friends and by some Turkish 
teachers to visit another main mosquee in 
Afyon and then they left for host families 
to have dinner and then meet together in 

two groups to go either to bowling or to play games with playstation.   The teachers  visited the old part of 
the town: Sahinbey where they enjoyed „Baklava” a traditional Turkish dessert.  
In the  afternoon they  had  a meeting  with the mayor of Afyon  that welcomed the headmaster of  „Ali 
çaglar anadolu lisesi”, the Comenius delegations teachers and the Turkish tutors (Mrs Nuray Sarıboğa 
Alagöz, Mr Ersen Kırıkkaya and Mr Ali Kenan).  He expressed the pride to receive Comenius delegations in 
Afyon, a town that is trying to seek every occasion to 
developing through cultural and social actions. The 
mayor explained the goals of the municipality and the 
appreciation of the Comenius project because he 
considered the modernity of exchanges and the 
opportunity for Turkey to become a modern state 
among others. He stated the close similarity to Italy and 
the attention to Germany as an example. He also 
expressed his pride for the Headmaster of the Alì çaglar 
school. In addition to those words Dominique 
Chalansonnet the main coordinator from  France talked 
about the great job the Headmaster, the teachers 
Ersen, Nuray, Alì and all the Turkish staff  had done in 
preparing for those days from the welcoming to the end of the visit, underlying the great effort the entire 
school was doing and of course the benefits for all the participants.  
 
Late in the afternoon all Comenius teachers went to an old 
tea room up the hill of Afyon where everyone enjoyed the 
preparation of Turkish tea and coffee and the atmosphere of 
old times.  During the coming back to the town they admired 
the simple life of a happy Turkish family in the outskirt while 
preparing some bread and other savory food  in a wood-
burning oven.  Dinner at a restaurant in the centre of Afyon 
together with some Turkish teachers cooperating in 
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Comenius activities and a group of students singing 
Turkish songs , was the best way to end a busy day but 
rich of interesting  activities and visits. Everyone felt at 
ease and related each other as they were long time 
friends. At the end of the day not only friendship was 
strenghtened but the idea of being a great family was 
the arising feeling for them all (though from different 
countries and with different names and languages).  
 
On Wednesday they met at the school exchanging 
some ideas about the previous day and the next visit of 
the day: Frig valley. Watching ancient buildings caved 

and almost carved in soft rocks as they were wood, was an 
interesting vision that threw all visitors in the past like a big 
jump back to many  hundreds years ago in the life of Turkish 
ancestors. Some of the houses looked like ancient cathedral 
and they had also  „carved” some furniture in the rock  e.g. 
sitting places, a bed place, stairs and what was useful for their 
life. The trip continued to an ancient tomb and Turkish 
teachers helped and guided everyone for the visit explaining 
the kind of life the ancestors  had, the consideration of divine 
and of death.. In that site there were remains here and there 

of ancient 
settlements 

but in particular has been of interest a particular hill in which 
rocks were carved by wind and rains in particular shapes and 
sometimes you could see very interesting compositions of 
rocks on other rock peaks. 
  Nature around was as it was centuries before.. no buildings, 
no motorways, no supermarkets at all, only some shepherds 
watching their herd of cows or goats and sheep.  One of the 
goal of the day was to take pictures of natural habitats and 

of 
nature 

in general in whatever expression possible, that is, 
watching nature in depth. Every people  took pictures 
of landscapes, flowers, rocks, birds, frogs, sheep and 
whatever thing was of interest in nature. 
At lunch time teachers and students (two buses) went 
to a little house near the lake where some Turkish 
teacher were already preparing grilled meat, it was 
raining and everyone went inside waiting for the 
weather to be better. After having eaten  the 
sandwiches the weather became only cloudy and they 
could admire  

the beauty of the lake and be together socializing and 
exchanging ideas and take pictures and videos.  
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Going to  a place nearby where the landscape was 
particular for the rocks up above the lake on one side 
and hills on the other side was the next step for taking 
wonderful picture of nature and of all people gathering 
together for a group photo. In the afternoon all 
students went back to the host families to have a 
shower, dinner and in the evening meet other students 
to go bowling, playng games or other free time 
activities planned by hosting students and families 
while teachers gathered at school in the Comenius 

room. It was 
time for 

workshop: 
choosing photos for photography exibition. It was time to decide, 
express all artistic considerations and choose good photos. Each 
member gave full contribution in deciding which photo and 
why/why not it could be suitable in narrating (Turkish) nature in a 
synthetic (max 20 
photos) but expressively 
and meaningfully 
way.This was another 
moment in which all felt 

united in thinking and in conveying and sharing ideas. In order to 
recap they had a short briefing on what was done and talked about  
future actions possible. In the evening teachers went to Ozdilek to 
shop and to have Afyum dinner. 

 
 
On Thursday morning, as usual, Mrs Nuray and Mr Ersen went to the 
Hotel to take Comenius delegation teachers to a linguisitic school 
nearby and  have a meeting with the headmaster that welcomed 
everyone and talked about languages studied and to have a short 
visit of the 

school. 
Comenius students were already at „Alì çaglar anadolu 
lisesi” playng with other students during the school 
break so there was an „exchanging ideas” break about 
the morning organization. 
 
Back to the Comenius room all teachers met  to talk 
about the evaluation of project’s first year and about 

all things 
done and to 
do until 

june-july, 
that is, the end of the year. Everyone talked about the website 
and discussed on what could be done for other visits, on the 
possible number of students and about the works to prepare for 
the future. Next step was the attendance to a German lesson and 
then an English lesson. They were very interesting but the English 
course saw everyone partecipating among students in role 
playing  after the lesson so there was an active part by everyone. 
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Lunch at school canteen with other students was also another friendly moment for delegates. In the early 
afternoon all students and teachers of Alì çaglar lisesi went to the cultural centre to visit the photography 
exibition called: ”it’s my nature – Afyon”. 

Everything was well prepared from the photos to the 
disposition on tripods and to the passepartout made by 
marble sheets prepared at school. All photos arranged  in  
semicircle so as to have a full vision of coloured spots on 
nature and each one enhanced by the its unique stylish 
preparation.  Next to the exhibition hall there was the theatre 
as big as to 
accomodate all 
students, teachers 
and the Comenius 
delegations as well. 
The poetry and music 

concert followed together with the porojections of images photos 
and slide presentations. Each delegation had prepared a couple of  
poems to recite together with slide projections, so French, German 

and Italian students 
declaimed their 
poems. Turkish 
concert and poetry reciting followed soon after and everyone 
was shortly guided on a virtual tour on Turkish feelings and 
sensibility ending with the magical Dervish dancing that left 
the audience magnetically in suspence.  
 
 
At the end of the show that lasted about three  hours there 
was the delivering of attendance certificates to the members 

of the delegations called on the stage and the main coordinator, the 
French teacher Mrs Dominique Chalansonnet, had very beautiful words 
on the days they enjoyed together and on the high level of performance 
provided by  students as well as by their teachers  in singing and in 
reciting poems in a very sensible and  fascinating way. 
 
  At dinner at the Anemon hotel, Turkish delegation teachers gave 

presents to the other delegation 
members strenghtening  the deep 
friendship born in few days hoping that it would last for a long time. It 
was like a farewell party because the Comenius meeting was formally 
ended. On Friday 17 there was a fantastic rest at the thermal bath not 
far from  Anemon hotel  and, like in Roman times, teachers socialized 
their emotions and feelings about the things realized in those days  
while having a hot bath.  
  
 

 
French delegation left first for Istanbul then German 
people in the evening  and as usual all host families 
and boys  and guest students were afraid of leaving 
and someone had some tears too.  
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German, Polish  and Italian delegations had the opportunity in the afternoon to participate at the „spring 
and youth festival at school yard” in Afyon. A nice example of a school party in which students and teachers 
do as their best to convey happyness and continue the school experience in a different way. There were 

shows, competitions, games in the open air, music by a 
school band, dancing and other activities until late.  No doubt 
it’s been an unforgettable experience both on the 
cultural/social side and  on human one, reflecting a perfect 
organization by the staff of the school in Afyon. The last to 
leave were the Polish and Italian delegations  on Saturday 
morning.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
When the last teacher was on the stairs of the bus the teacher Mr Alì Kenan threw a glass of water on the 
ground and that action had an exact meaning: „your coming back to Turley is welcome and you’ll surely do it 
again”. Everyone leaving had still the magical Turkish atmosphere in their heart.    
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4th meeting held in Azores Islands (Portugal) 

São Miguel (Azores Islands – Portugal) -: 7th -11th October 2013  
 

The teachers and the students representing the five schools involved in this project were: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our Azorean hosts organized an 
unforgettable meeting for pupils, 
teachers and members of the local 
community. The program focused on 
the project’s main thematic field: nature 
and poetry by means of different 
activities aimed at comparing the nature 
around us and our own nature. Writing 
and studying poems, students learned 
how to use English and their own 
language. They learned about European 
poets as well. Moreover students 
learned the importance to work in 
cooperation, in order to live and work in 
their common home, Europe, respectful 
of the same ideals of peace, friendship 
and prosperity. 
 

With the occasion of this meeting, guests from 4 European countries had the opportunity of familiarizing 
with Azorean’s culture and civilization, enjoying  local people hospitality, music and dances, tasting 
traditional food and drinks. 
 
After the arrival to São Miguel all pupils were very warm welcomed by their host families who treated them 
as if they were in their own house. They had no other words that they were very glad with their families and 
the whole stay with them has been an unforgettable experience for them. Sure they will give the same 
welcome when they visit our countries. 

FRANCE:  
Mrs. Dominique Chalansonnet (teacher) 
Mr. Abdelwahab El Maghnouji (teacher) 
Lola Savoye (student) 
Sarah Icord (student) 
Laura Poulet (student) 
 

ITALY: 
Mrs. Anna federico (teacher) 
Mrs. Angela Siano (teacher) 
Miriam Canna (student) 
Denys Choliy (student 

GERMANY: 
Mr. Paulo Kaiser (teacher) 
Mr. Karl Alemanha (teacher) 
Mrs. Margitta Wiemeyer (teacher) 
Mr. Georg Wiemeyer (teacher) 
JANNIS LUTZ (student) 
ANASTASIA MOSIO (student) 
STEFFAN KEMMERLING (student) 
HAUKE SCHOLZ (student) 
JAN-KARL BUSCHFOR (student) 
 
 POLAND: 

Mrs. Maria Kita (teacher)  
Mrs. Halina Maka 

PORTUGAL: 
Mr. António Pacheco (teacher) 
Mrs. Ana Pacheco (teacher) 
Mr. Miguel Carvalho (teacher) 
Mrs. Ana Oliveira (teacher) 
Mr. António Escola Betreff (teacher) 
Mr. Antonio Rocha (teacher) 
Filinto Carvalho (student) 

Jorge     Jorge Cordeiro (student) 

                 Gonçalo  Indi (student) 

João Almeida (student) 
Rodrigo Raposo (student) 
Vítor Costa (student) 
And other students and classes 
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All visiting countries could enjoy with all the great activities arranged for us by the Azorean coordinator Mrs. 
Ana Pacheco to get to know Portuguese culture and tradition as well as the main important places in São 
Miguel .  
 
We had the opportunity to: 
 

 See and value how they work at their school by visiting different classes; 

 Enjoy good food at the canteen at school. 

 Do island tours guided by the help of Azorean students and teachers and contemplate all remarkable 
spots and places in the island such as “Serra Devassa”, “Sete Cidades”, “Miradouro do Escalvado 
(belvedere)” the “Furnas” (Hot volcanic area with fumaroles ), “Pico do Ferro” (Belvedere), “Terra Nostra 
Garden”, “Porto Formoso tea factory”, “Lagoa do Fogo”, “Caldeira Velha”, “Santana Palace” (the 
Azorean Regional Government headquarter),  “Portas da cidade” and other beauties from Ponta Delgada  

 Enjoy the typical stew cooked naturally inside the fumaroles  

 Be warm welcomed by the host families who prepared a fantastic barbeque  

 Workshop to decorate the “Poet tree” in the main hall of the school 
 
October 7 
The fourth European project meeting started on the 7th of October 2013 with the only German delegation, 
because they arrived one day  in advance.  In the morning they went to Serra Devassa, a mountain where 
the most of the crater lakes of Sao Miguel are located. They had a stunning walk , discovering several 
lagoons and appreciating the various species of flora.  
 
 

    
 
Then they had a picnic at “Sete Cidades”, a protected landscape area. After lunch they went canoeing and 
walked around the village  
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In the afternoon the French delegation arrived and last, but not the least, the Italian and Polish delegations 
arrived!!! 

 
                                 
  
At the airport we were all 
welcomed by the 
Portuguese coordinator, 
Mrs. Ana Pacheco, and 
Mrs. Ana Oliveira who 
drove us to our hotel, while 
kids went with their host 
families 

 
 
 
 

October 8 
 
In the morning all the groups gathered in the lobby of the hotel 
to be taken to Escola Básica Integrada de Arrifes where they 
joined the official project meeting. When we arrived at school, 
the students and all the staff welcomed us warmly. The host 
school prepared a welcome breakfast in the library. We drunk a 
very tasty tea, a good coffee and we ate delicious homemade 
cookies. Everybody enjoyed that a lot. Nice weather, Portuguese 
hospitality and a special atmosphere provided all the 
participants with a very good springboard for the pleasant and 
efficient cooperation during the workshops days. 
    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
The Comenius delegations introduced themselves in English, 
expressing the idea of the joyful atmosphere surrounding us. The 
pupils of each country presented themselves, their country and 
hometown in their mother tongue and in English. 
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After having appreciated the welcoming and having socialized the timetable of the day, we were shown 
around the school visiting the main rooms and the headmaster’s room and getting to know the educational 
system in Portugal. 
 

      
 

                   
 

After having visited the school, students and teachers from all five countries went to the school meeting hall 
for the official presentation of the project.  
 

 
The headmaster spoke first, welcoming the guests from partner 
schools and all the people involved in the project. The welcome 
was followed by a presentation of the country and the school, 
which has a special program for deaf students and for those pupils 
with special aids.  
The main coordinator of the project, Mrs. Dominque 
Chalansonnet, gave the audience some briefing of the Comenius 
project and of the aim and targets to achieve. After the 
presentation, students from primary school sang local songs and 
everybody were amazed by their singing. 
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We had lunch all together at school canteen and we tried to taste Azorean cuisine. 

            
                   
 
 
 
After lunch students from all five countries took 
part to workshop, presenting their job worked 
during the last month at their schools. 
All the partners brought a basket full of the 
symbols of their countries: flags, pamphlets, 
brochures, maps, images, poems leaves, fruits, to 
set a small exhibition and display all of them in the 
Comenius corner of the host country. Its aim was to 
inform the students about the different cultures. 
Going from one side to other sides of the meeting 
hall you could watch many interesting particular 

students handmade products such as paintings, drawings, posters, poems, pamphelts covering all the 
pannels. Every corner was full of interesting things. Of course all the panels were dedicated to the Comenius 
project with flags, photos and  description of each partner’s town and school 
Everyone was happy in demonstrating his jobs. As a result the atmosphere was of joy and happyness.   
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After the workshop, students and teachers all gathered in the school meeting hall for the “Poet’s tree 
ceremony”. In the middle of the 
hall was set a big tree and both 
kids and teachers hang up poems 
written by famous poets or by 
students in their native language 
in the shape of a fruit or a leaf: 
walnut for France, lemon or olive 
for Italy, apple for Poland, tree 
leaf for Germany.  The theme of 
the poem was the protection of 
nature or friendship. Then 
teachers and students have done 
a huge circle around the “poet’s 
tree” and, holding by the hands, 
they have sung all together. 
That was a magic moment: 
everybody felt UNITED IN 
DIVERSITY, as the ‘’motto” of the 
European Union states. Everyone 
had  the same feeling to work for 
peace and prosperity, while at the same time being enriched by the continent’s many different cultures, 
traditions and languages.  
 
    
 
After a coffee in the school cafeteria with the Principal and the Portuguese teachers involved in the project, 
each delegation exchanged presents and then gathered in the library in order to review and update the 
calendar and make decisions for the work to be done and to be presented in Italy and in France. Here it is 
what was said and settle in agreement 
 

MEETING IN ITALY MEETING IN FRANCE 

 
 The students have to be able to sing two songs 

in English : 
          Over the Rainbow and Summer time            
 
 The students have to illustrate a typical song 

from their country. (A4 or A3 the Italian team 
will soon give some more details). 

 
 The students have to write poems about nature 

or about friendship or tolerance in the shape of a 
typical flower of your country. 

 
 Please bring 3 posters of typical landscapes from 

your country (A3). 
 
 Bring interviews of students about the Comenius 

project. 
 
 Send Maria copies of the poems written on the 

 
 For the recital, the delegations will enter with a big 

flag of their coutry and a mascot (ex the dragon for 
Poland, Pulcinella for Italy…) , optional (typical 
clothes from your country) with a typical music. 

 
 All the students will wear a white T-shirt and blue 

jeans for the end of the recital and they will be able 
to sing « what a wonderful world » in English. 

 
 The students from different countries will be 

gathered to recite poems together : 
For example : « the raven and the fox » 
France/Italy, « the dunce » France/Azores. 
Turkey, Germany and Poland will tell me which 
poems they will recite with which coutry. Could 
you please decide before November 15th. 

 
 Italy will prepare « The balcony scene » of Romeo 

and Juliet. 
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fruit you brought to Italy + photo of the fruit. If 
you no longer have copies, we will ask the 
Azorean team to take photos of them, if they do 
not mind. Main idea written in English. 

 
 Maria will add some poems written by Ibrahim, 

our Turkish colleague in the poetry book. 
 
 Maria will also include the name and some 

poems written by the Italian poet the Italian 
team  has invited into their school. 

 
 Germany will send to every country a CD (or 

DVD or flashcard) of all the documents 
contained in the dropbox. 

 
 The German team will add some missing 

information in the website (counter – more 
detailed information about the presentation of 
our project – detailed information about the 
meeting in Turkey and Azores – photos about 
the meeting in Azores – some more files at the 
top  : students’ impressions + reports of the 
meetings. 

 
 The German team will also add in the final 

products parts : poet trees (poet tree in Turkey + 
poet tree in Azores) + book of poetry + the 
mention of DVDs of photos and films of the 
meetings and posters about poets. 

 
 Bring your natural happiness and joy. 

 
 Poland will bring the final printed book of poetry. 
 
 All the delegations together will recite « under the 

poet’s tree » by Shel Silverstein. 
 
 Turkey will bring the DVD of photos and videos of 

the two-year project. 
 
 Italy will bring the printed and if possible 

illustrated reports of all the meetings. 
 
 Every country will bring posters (A3) presenting 

their country in English. 
 
 Every country will bring 5 poems about feelings in 

the shape of a heartand5poems about tolerance in 
the shape of the European flag. 

 
 Each country will also bring special food. 
 
 Bring your fantasy and creativity skills. 
 
 Bring a musical instrument of your country, if 

possible. 

 
Late in the afternoon students went to the Azorean families’ 
house and at night teachers and students were invited to a host 
family for a huge BBQ . We ate traditional Azorean food and 
delicious desserts. Then we sang and danced all together.  
 
 
It was the best way to end a busy day but rich of interesting  
activities. Everyone felt at ease and related each other as they 
were long time friends. At the end of the day one of the goals of 
Comenius Project was achieved: we were a great family!       
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October 9 
 

On Wednesday morning we all gathered in front of the hotel to leave for   Furnas, a hot volcanic area with 
fumaroles. First we stopped at Pico do Ferro an amazing lookout overlooking Lagoa das Furnas (“Furnas 

Crater lake”).  
The Island of São 
Miguel is amazingly 
beautiful, no wonder 
they call it “The Green 
Island”!! A variety of 
endemic species 
stands out in this 
place, such as laurel, 
hydrangea and Azores 
heather.  
We walked around the 

lake discovering all its beauties. 
The original and stunning landscapes, the peaceful and bucolic environment and the sweet melody 
of silence make the Furnas Valley a paradise for nature lovers.  

 
The Furnas lagoon, with its calderas (hot springs), provides you true moments of peace of mind and leisure. 
For a minute just empty your mind and feel the breathtaking environment of Mother Nature. HOW 
BEAUTIFUL!!  
Then we had a typical snack - tea with typical cake (bolo lêvedo)  - in the village  
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After the snack we 
left for Terra Nostra 
Garden, a botanical 
garden where you 
can find flora typical 
of the Azores, as 
well as numerous 
plants native. But 
the most popular 
attraction for most 
visitors is the 

thermal water pool, where all of us, teachers and students, 
bathed in the 35/40 degrees thermal water restoring our energies and experiencing the mystical natural 
surroundings characteristic of Terra Nostra Park!  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
At 4:00 pm we had a 
typical lunch: “cozido”, a 
type of stew cooked 
naturally by the heat of 
one of the fumaroles!!!!! 
 
 

 
 
 
 
It is a rich stew that usually includes shin of beef, pork, and Portuguese 
smoked (or blood) sausages (morcela), served with cabbage, carrots, 
turnips, yams and sweet potato, and collard greens. 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morcela
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The lunch was supposed to be at the border of a lake, but it was raining so we went to another place with 
some gazebo where we ate, waiting for the weather to be better. After having eaten Cozido the weather 
became only cloudy and we could admire the beauty of the landscape and be together socializing and 
exchanging ideas and take pictures. 

 
 
 
Around 6:30 pm students and teachers went back to Ponta Delgada.  
       
                                                             
                                 
                October 10 

 
On Thursday morning we met at 
Portas da Cidade (City Doors) to 
go to Porto Formos Tea factory, 
one of the only two tea 
plantations in Europe for 
industrial purposes, 
Porto Formoso Tea Factory is 
one of those factories that not 
only produces tea, but also 
preserves the memories of tea 
production in the Azores islands 

from the very beginning to the last quarter of the 19th century. We 
had a guided visit in the museum and it  was really interesting. 
Afterwards, we were invited to taste several tea varieties in the beautiful room that depicts a typical kitchen 
of S. Miguel. From the terrace we had a stunning view over the tea plantations and Porto Formoso village.  
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Every year in Spring, tea picking ritual is recreated with the 
typical old-fashioned 
outfits.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
At the lunch time teachers and students went to Lagoa do 

fogo (Fire Lake), 
one of the 
grandest nature 
attractions of 
this island.  
 
 
This huge blue 
lake fills the 

ground of an extinct crater. 
Surrounded by high mountains 
and luxuriant endemic 
vegetation, this mystical lake, 

where an ambiance of divine 
tranquility and beauty is reigning, 
has transparent waters, a peninsula 
and white sand beaches and is 
declared nature reserve.                 
 We took pictures of landscapes, 
flowers, rocks, birds and whatever 
thing was of interest in nature.  
We reached the charming site of Caldeira Velha with exuberant 
endemic – and even tropical - vegetation, where steaming 

fumaroles and a pool below a natural cascade with warm (38°C), sulphurous water invite to a relaxing bath.  
A waterfall with warm water invited us for a dip. The iron-rich water flew over rocks, leaving behind a 

brownish colouring, and 
then falls into a small and 
tepid lake. 
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 Then students recited poems about nature and sang songs from their countries in their mother tongue  in 

Reserva Florestal de Recreio do Pinhal da Paz. 

  
 
Here are the songs:  
AZORES: Pezinho da Vila and Alecrim Dourado;  
GERMANY: Die Erde ist schön, Wo Menschen sich 
vergessen, Freude schöner Götterfunken, and Amazing 

Grace, accompaining with the Kazoo, a musical 
instrument that adds a "buzzing" timber quality to a player's voice when the player vocalizes into it;  
ITALY : Volare and the National Anthem;   
FRANCE: La vie en rose, Mistral gagnant and Je l'aime à mourir;  
POLAND: Szła dzieweczka do laseczka, Hej bystra woda, Hej sokoły  

 
 
As for the poems: 
AZORES: A água (Miguel Torga) 
and Nove Ilhas de beleza deslumbrante (Vítor Cintra); 
GERMANY: Blaue Hortensie (Rainer Maria Rilke), Gefunden (Johann Wolfgang von Goethe), Heideröslein 
(Johann Wolfgang von Goethe); 
ITALY: Le nuvole (Vincenzo Ragone), La Pioggia (Giovanni Pascoli); 
FRANCE: The raven and the fox (Jean de la Fontaine), Qu' y-a-t-il à l'intérieur d'une noix 
POLAND: Maria Konopnicka Nasze kwiaty                                      

                 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timbre
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     Afterwards we had a delicious picnic with food from all the five countries. Each delegation brought 
something to eat from its country:AZORES: Queijadas da Vila; Pé 

de torresmo; queijo de São Jorge; queijo flamengo;  compota 
de amora e de abóbora; pão de milho; bolos lêvedos; Kima de maracujá (drink) 
 
GERMANY: Vollkornbrot; Schnadewurst; Deutscher; Gouda; Leberwurst; Mettwurst; Rotwurst; Senf 
(mustard)  
ITALY: parmigiano; caciocavallo; salame napoletano; limoni; melograni; pasta di mandorle; cantuccini; 
limoncello (drink) 
FRANCE: foie gras; Sauternes (white wine), Bordeaux (red wine), homemade saucissons, different kinds of 
cheeses (bleu d'Auvergne, comté, tomme de Savoie, Saint Marcellin, Saint Félicien, camembert, 
apéricubes), Chartreuse (digestive) and a nut cake  
POLAND: homemade  sasauge; coocked ham; goat's cheese; oscypek (sheep's cheese); Polish jelly; 
Mieszanka Krakowska (Polish candies); pretzels from 
Lajkonik; butter cookies; wiśniówka (Polish liqueur 
made from cherries). 
All the food was delicious and we tried all the 
specialities of each country.  
    
 
 
                              Goodbye  Ponta DelGada 
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The farewell dinner in a typical restaurant was the opportunity to enjoy conversations and express thanks 
for the fruitful two-year cooperation in friendly atmosphere.  
 
We have no words to say how wonderful were our friends from Azores. We thank the Azorean team for this 
well-organized meeting in its beautiful country 
Thank you for being  with us all the time. We know how hard is organizing everything perfect and we think 
that they were PERFECT.  
All of us were really proud to be a part of this great project. It was an unforgettable trip in all aspects and a 
wonderful experience. 
Everybody will treasure for a long time. 
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 5th meeting of the Comenius project “It’s my nature” in Cava de’ Tirreni- Italy at 

Scuola Secondaria I gr. “Alfonso Balzico” from 23rd to 28th of March! 

 

The delegations of the five partner countries arrived on Sundays: the teachers were accommodated at the 
Holiday Inn Hotel and the students were hosted by the families. 

 

 
From the College Barnave – Saint Egreve 
Cedex in France the coordinator  
Mrs. Dominique Chalansonnet and her 
colleague Flore Daudel were  accompanied 
by 5 students: Marie Bourgey, Arthur 
Rossignol Aurélien Jussot, Raphaël 
Colombani, Amélia Boucher. 
Mrs. Maria Kita, from Szkola Podstawowa nr 
1 Im. Bohaterow Westerplatte W Starej Wsi – Limanowa in Poland arrived with 
the head teacher Halina Mąka and Magdalena Cepielik and four students Monika Setlak, Julia Sabura, 
Dorota Więcek, Damian Górski.  
From Marienschule Brilon Realschule des Erzbistums Paderborn,Brilon the German group was led by Jurgen 
Meheler accompanied by Brigitte.. and six students Jessica Krefeld, Pia Scharfenbaum, Darius Manegold, 
Robert Franz,Marie Schulte, Pauline Kemmerling. 
From Ali Caglar Anadolu Lisesi - Afyonkarahisar in the middle of Turkey ten people cam e, led by Nuray 
Sariboga Alagoz, the coordinator, the teachers Ali Kenan Erdem, Esref Erturk, Ihsan  Kumru  and the 
students Yiğit Yavuz, Yunus Emre Düzağaç, Kerim Can Dağtekin, Aynur Büşra Yönetken, Hilal Durmuş, 
Cansın Soytürk 
Escola Basica Integrada de Arrifes - Ponta Delgada, in the farthest Azores Island was represented by five 
teachers Ana Pacheco, Ana Oliveira, Miguel Carvalho, António Rocha, Antonio Pacheco  and two students 
João Almeida, Jorge Cordeiro.  
 
 
On Monday the 24th the meeting started with the welcoming  ceremony. On the front door the six waving 
flags announced the great event! Inside the hall students wearing traditional costumes gave the “ tri-colored 
coccarda”, symbol of Italy  and a scroll with the poem “friendship” to each participant.  
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Walking through the corridors, greeted by the students and the teachers 
the guests entered the gym, where a folk group, the flag flyers, performed 
a traditional show. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then the guests reached the main hall where the students played the 
European Anthem and the Headmaster, Mr. Giovanni Di Luca,  
delivered a speech to greet all the participants:  
 
 
 

“I take this opportunity to 
greet all those present, the 
authorities , together with 
all those who have 
contributed to it and the entire audience.  
Welcome to the delegates from Portugal, Germany, Poland 
,Turkey, France  to all 
participants , friends who want 
to share with us this event. For 
our school and our community, 
is an important experience, 
which is renewed every two 

years , it is the synthesis and one of the most significant moments of our 
life. It is the place where we test what was experienced and achieved in 
the previous years, in which we define the direction in which to move, the 
way forward in the years to come. A moment that has been prepared 
with care and with the help of all institutions ( municipality, Province , Pro 
Loco, schools in the area  especially  " Filangieri High School " and  “Della Corte Technical Lyceum”) that 
supported and encouraged us.  
Like all the "real" experience in the field, the Comenius Meeting  comes from the comparison between 
different cultures, but united by the belief that we are all citizens of the same country : Europe; comparison  
that require the commitment of all to reach higher and shared synthesis.  
Thanks everybody”. 
Some authorities took place at the meeting to honor the guests: the Chairman of  Province of Salerno,  
Mr. Iannone who said words of appreciation for the activities realized during the two years of project, and 
highlighted the importance of cooperation and friendship to break down any cultural barriers.  
The City Counselor to Education and Culture, the poet and journalist Enzo Ragone and the representative of 
many associations and sponsor, families witnessed their interest. 
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The ceremony was animated by several musical 
beaks performed by the students, led by their music 
teachers and some students recited poems. 
The foreign students along with their host reached 
the theatre to rehearse the concert, while the 
delegations met in the teacher room for the 
coffee break and the workshop. 

 
 
At lunch time all the participants tasted the specialties of the traditional 
cuisine offered by the families and drank a good cup of Italian coffee.  
 
 
 
 
 
 In the afternoon the outdoor activities started with the exhibition of drawings, posters, cards and other 
materials brought by each group who created the long mural “This is our world” under the school portico: 
people and the most significant views representing the six countries were brought together in one corner.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
Another symbolic spot was realized in the flower bed under the poet tree: the representative of each school 
planted a flower and a label with the name of the flower and the country flag and hanged some more poems 
up the tree’s braches! 
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 In the middle of the inner hall the Italian students had prepared a 
spring tree decorated with pink flowers : standing hands in the 
hands around the symbolic “poet-tree”, after the recital of the 
poems in mother tongue, all the students hanged up a poem written 
on a flower shaped card.  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
A special spot was reserved for the exhibition of typical materials brought by the participants: so there were 
six high panels that were covered with cards, photos, posters, symbols and flags. 
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Everybody could admire the several spots realized 
in the school: on the ground floor there was the 
exhibition of the posters concerning the “eco-
poetry”, the medical plants and herbs. 
 
 

 
On the first floor there was the poetry spot, and the music one, where all the students attached the  
                                                  illustrations of poems and songs.  

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
Later each group presented one or more songs and the students of the first 
class performed a short show representing the Chlorophill photosyntesis: it 
was a very exciting and funny moment!  
 
 
 
 

 
The first day ended with a folk 
dance group that displayed 
traditional ballads, in the end  all the participants experienced the 
thrill of joining the 
dancers, confirming that 
music and dance have no 
boundaries. 
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On Tuesday the delegations reached the school and assisted to some science experiments: the extraction of 
chlorophyll from the leaves;  
a group took part to an English lesson delivered by Mr. Annamaria Maddalo and another group reached the 
class of Mrs. Anna Federico who involved them in a lesson about the human rights. 
 
 
The morning continued with the guided tour of the town center and the meeting with the Major Mr. Marco 
Galdi, who welcomed the guests in the main hall of the Municipal Council, after they were guided through a 
tour of the Palace, and they got to know some  news about its ancient history. 
 

  

 
 

 
 
 
 
At the end of the tour they reached the famous Benedictine Abbey of 
the Holy Trinity, one of the biggest and most important in Italy: they 
visited the Cathedral, the Museum and the ancient Library. 
 
 
 
 
 
“Pizza for everybody” cheered the lunch time at school: it was a lovely sight, all those students mixed in a 
big, big family around the table in the hall!  
 

 
Early in the afternoon 
there was another 
surprise: a teacher and 
her assistants from the 
University of Salerno 
came to school to 
make an amazing 
science experiment: 
they showed how to   

extract colors from the leaves, to underline once again the 
importance of the nature in our 
life and the pressing need of saving it!  
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 At five all together 
they moved towards 
the theatre to attend 
the “concerto Balzi-
Comenius” organized 
by the music teachers, 
Mr. Lorenzo Serra and 
Anna Dalfino with the 
school choir along with 
some musicians: the 

harpist, two saxophonists, the drummer, and two pianists. The 
foreign students were involved in the choir and in the  
end all the delegations stand on the stage singing hands in 
the hands “We are the world”. 
Some of the most famous and well known songs of the 
Italian tradition and music rejoiced the atmosphere and the 
spirits of the great number of spectators: authorities, 
teachers, families and friends! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At the end of the concert the guests and the musicians reached the 
school once again for the dinner prepared by the students of the 
Secondary High School for catering: the Cavese cooking tradition 
was on the table: lasagne, pies, potato gateau, salami, cheese, 
mozzarella cheese, cakes, babas, wine and drinks! 
 
 
 
On Wednesday 25th the group moved towards another spectacular natural site: the Amalfitana Coast. 
 
All of them were really amazed by the enchanting views of the coast and the sea, made even more attractive 
by a bright sunshine!  
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At the arrival in Piazza Flavio Gioia, dedicated to the inventor of the 
compass, who was born there, the guide was waiting for us and we 
could enjoy a tour of St. Andrew Cathedral and learn the most 
important aspects of the history of the Ancient Maritime Republic of 
Amalfi. 
 
 
 
 

The walk through the main 
street of the town wasn’t 
less surprising for our 
guests: they remained 
wordless in front of the 
Cathedral façade and the 
unusual architecture of the 
little town and could 
appreciate lemon flavored 
delights. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
For lunch time the High School for catering in Maiori, another enchanting 
town of the coast, prepared a huge tasty lunch based on fish and other 
local specialties. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
In the afternoon we visited 
Vietri sul Mare, the first town 
of the coast called “the door 
of the Amalfitana Coast”, 
famous for its ceramics. 
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On Thursday 27th, we moved towards the inner lands where could visit a very 
big shopping village and everybody could by presents and souvenirs.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Back to school, we appreciated the typical products brought by each delegation: six tables were set up with 
food and specialties and everybody could taste the flavors of each land. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After the lunch, the students were involved in the drawing contest “Spring together”, thirty-nine students 
gathered in a classroom sitting in a circle started their job. Even if it was a contest, they helped each other, 
regardless their nationality and were supported and guided by Italian and Turkish Art teachers! 
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The contest ended with the 
exhibition of the drawings: the 
Art teachers chose the best one 
for each group and the winners 
were awarded with a medal, a 
special T-shirt with the logo of 
the project and the attendance of 
participation that was given to all 
the participants. 

 
 
During the project workshop the 
coordinators realized that they had 
fulfilled all the objectives and defined the 
activities to carry on for the last meeting 
in France planned for the 19th May. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
The Italian Comenius team Angela Siano, 
Giuseppina Vitale, Clara Annarumma offered a 
printed booklet containing news about the 
school, the places visited, and the reports of the 
other meetings. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The colleague Anna Federico and her students prepared a CD containing news and images of the partner 
countries they had researched. 
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All the teachers and students gave their support to the activities before and during the meeting week. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The final dinner was a warm and friendly occasion to confirm that after so many activities and work shared 
we have become a cohesive team.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Every participant has contributed with his/her own ideas and culture to increase the collaboration and 
improve the results . 
The event was disseminated by the local press, television and by the regional journalist during the daily 
news program. 
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FINAL COMENIUS MEETING – 19th to 24th of MAY 2014 

                         COLLÈGE BARNAVE - SAINT ÉGRÈVE – FRANCE 

 

 “It’s my nature”, the project has 

come to the end and the final 

meeting held in France at the partner 

institute Collège Barnave gave the 

evidence of our nature: cooperating, 

making friends, interacting, having 

fun…! As it had become a 

consuetude, the students were 

hosted at the students’ families’ 

homes.  

The first group to arrive was the Turkish: Mrs Nuray Sariboga was 
accompanied by Ersen Kırıkkaya, 
  the headmaster Muhittin Özaşkın   and six students Eda Özaltun, Zehra Pelin Ivecen, Öyuku Aslan, Osman 
Karaağaçlıoğlu, Cem Meydanoğlu, Ece Zavaroğlu. 
The Italian delegation was the most numerous: three teachers: Giuseppina Vitale, Angela Siano and rancesco Avella 

and eight students: Liotta Armando,Papa Chiara, Sorrentino Giuseppe, Di  

Domenico Maria,   Cannavacciuolo Marianna, Senatore Claudia, Senatore Arianna,  

Masullo Annamaria.  

 

A long train travel through Europe brought 

the German team : three teachers Jurgen 

Meheler, Martin Wieseler , Melanie Elias  and 

six students: Kathrin Molitor, Jessica  Muller, 

Annemarie Blei, Fabienne Dinslage, Cecille 

Leikop, Celine   Willhuber.  

  The Polish coordinator Maria Kita was 

accompanied by two colleagues, Ewa Matras 

and Ewa Sewilo and four students Katazina 

Kedron, Jakub Cwick, Karol Kita, Pawel Florek. 

The Azorean school was represented by four 
teachers: Ana Pacheco, Ana Oliveira António 
Pacheco,  António Rocha and two students 
Goncalo Indi and Filinto Carvalho. 
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Monday May 19th   

All the delegations, arrived at different  

times, gathered at the restaurant where they 

tasted the French typical local specialties. 

 

 

Tuesday 20 th 

 

The first day of 

the meeting 

began with the 

visit to the 

school, which 

hosts  

about 650 

students in 

grades IV-VI.  

The school building consists of three buildings and a covered parking area for bicycles, which is used by the students. 

The school built about six or seven years ago, stands in a very green area, close to the mountains. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The complex includes: the main area with 

classrooms, the library, the teachers’ room and 

labs, the offices and a very well equipped gym , 

the playground and dining area with the kitchen, 

the  dining rooms for teachers and students.  

After lunch the students can spend their break in 

the old park or in the playground.  

 

 

The school was adobed with very artistic and 

colourful posters and stands showing all the 

materials and handicrafts related to the topic 

of the project realized by the French team. In 

the main hall of the school building there was 

a huge poet-tree in a nutshells bed  to which 

all the heart shaped poems were hung . 
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The meeting started with the welcoming 

ceremony: in the multipurpose room at about 

10:00 the guests were warmly welcomed by 

the school headmaster Mr. Serge Plantier, by 

Mrs Dominique Chalansonnet, the French  coordinator of the whole project, by  the 

teachers and students involved. 

The participants sat in a semicircle and enjoyed 

the presentation and joined to the French choir 

singing  the anthem of the European Union. 

 

 

 

 

While a multimedia presentation of Grenoble 

was on the screen we could enjoy cakes baked by parents and chat informally and 

friendly: teachers and students had broken the ice of the first moments. 

 

 

 

 

After the break the participants 

went into the courtyard where 

they planted the European tree; 

the students flew a great number 

of blue balloons, the colour of the 

European flag.  

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                      All 

the participants had lunch at the school canteen: the teachers in a separate hall and 

the students altogether. 

 

 

Then a relaxing walk through green and flowered gardens led us to “Fiancey lake” in 

Saint-Egrève, not far from the school.  

The area was equipped with 

rides for children and benches 

where students played games 

and teachers could relax and 

talk.  
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ll of us were really proud of the result of the project since the first day: the 

students were playing games in groups of different nationality, but there was 

no difference among them. They could communicate and have fun, and they 

were very excited about that! 

 

 

 

Later in the afternoon we reached again the school where the delegations worked very hard to make panels with 

posters, cards of the most representative aspects of each country, related to nature, art, culture and architecture.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At night the European teachers along with many French colleagues could taste some specialties of the French cuisine                  

cooked by  the students of the Grenoble Hotel School, which educates future professionals in the field of gastronomy. 

The restaurants was very elegant, the food very well prepared delighted the palate with its flavours and smells. 

The warm atmosphere filled our hearts with pleasant feelings and the delicious French wine untied our tongues! 
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Wednesday 21st 

Early in the morning the delegations 

left in the direction of the cave 

Choranche situated in the Vercors 

Regional Park. Vercors massif in the 

western Alps made of limestone is rich 

of carving deep gorges. The travel 

across the valley and up to the mountain   was 

amazing and we got to know that those were the nuts valley: yes nut is the 

main produce of that part of France! Steep climbs and huge cliffs adjacent to 

the roadway delighted everybody: we could admire the beauty of the 

mountain, with its rugged slopes covered with pine forests, deep gorges, waterfalls, caves and meadows. 

 

 

In the cave with underground lakes, with 

crystal clear water, we saw thousands of 

beautiful tubular stalactites some having a 

length of 3 m. They started their long 

process from about 70 million years since 

the time when the earth has inhabited by 

dinosaurs.  

From the ceiling of the caves delicate, 

transparent stalactites created a magical 

place. Once we got out of the caves we walked along a path deeply immerged in 

the wood and reached the very beautiful waterfalls, falling down a high mountain. 

 

On the way back we stopped for a picnic at « du clos 

farm », where they produce goat's cheese, peanut 

butter and herbal drinks. After the meal we visited 

the organic farm. We walked through flowering 

meadows and we saw donkeys, llamas, sheep, black 

and white guinea pig, chickens and rabbits and goats 

of course. In the end we were invited to make our 

goat cheese, which then we tasted along with a 

herbal drink. 
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On the way to Saint-Egrève we stopped at “Pont en Royans 

suspended houses” an ancient town that has preserved its 

original characteristics: some some houses were built on the 

rocks and in the underneath valley a white water river flew. 

 

 

 In the evening, the teachers met at school in order to prepare a 

special dinner with the traditional food from every Country.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thursday 22nd 

In the morning the students participated to the art lab and  prepared paintings of friendship, their drawings  created a 

huge exhibition in the hall. 
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At the same time, teachers attended a working meeting, to summarize the co-operation for the two years project: 

Maria Kita, the Polish coordinator gave each delegation a copy   of the booklet about poets and poetry  realized so far, 

aiming to the promotion of cultural awareness and understanding through poetry.  

 

In the afternoon, we went to the town hall for a meeting with the 

Mayor of Saint - Egrève Mrs. Catherine Kamowski. Her grandfather 

was a Pole, born in Germany, and her grandmother was Italian. She 

deserved respect for our European group and a great hospitality: 

snack, juice, pepsi and a lot of sincere smiles. Each of us, in addition 

to pleasant impressions of the town hall was given a small gift. 
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In the evening the 

atmosphere became a bit 

more nervous because 

every group was engaged 

in the preparation of the 

repertoire prepared.  

 After two warm and 

sunny days an “orage” 

disturbed our calm 

atmosphere: running in the rain we reached “La Vence Scène” show room 

located in the heart of the town.  

The students and the teachers were very anxious because the theatre was full of people: invited guests, parents and 

families of students, French journalists and teachers. 

 

 

Friday 23rd 

The last day of the visit led 

us to Grenoble. We 

enjoyed the river Isère, the 

architecture of the 

buildings along the route 

and the view of the 

mountains that rise from 

the river banks. Then we 

took the cable car that 

connects the south bank of 

the Jizera peak 263 meters 

high above the old town, to 

the Fort "Bastille". The cable 

car runs for 700 meters, and 

the machines in the form of 

balls of metal-glass hosting 

six people move at a speed 

of 6 m / s  
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 terraces of the fort we could admire 

the spectacular views of the city and 

its surroundings. On a clear day you 

can see the high mountain ranges of 

the Alps, including the summit of 

Mont Blanc. After the picnic we 

enjoyed on the top of the castle, we 

walked down the hill. We visited the 

museum of the Alps and after we had free time for shopping and 

souvenirs in Grenoble.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the evening we went back to school for the farewell party :the hall was decorated with the symbols of the countries 

participating in the project, the food was excellent ... the music was involving and the students had fun, they played 

together with teachers and parents, who have led and co-organized a disco. 
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The final game ended at 22:00 the tears began to scratch our cheeks! It was time to 

say goodbye, but everybody promised to meet somewhere as soon as possible! 

 

 

 

 

 

 


